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Sitting pretty

Narrow escape

Local students finish
in Governor's Cup

MSU on top of OVC
standings for good reason

Racers hold back
Tennessee State 78-70
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'Camelot,' My Fair Lady' composer
Frederick Loewe dead at the age of 86

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson's funding
proposals for higher education will
continue on their rocky road this
week, with critics preparing for a
march and rally in support of
more money for colleges.
Legislators returning from a
four-day holiday weekend on Tuesday may find themselves in the
middle of the demonstration.
The Kentucky Advocates for
Higher Education and the Student
Advocates for Higher Education
plan an afternoon march to the
Capitol for a rally in support of
more money for the state's public
and private colleges and
universities.
Wilkinson's austere proposals
for higher education funding have
prompted repeated warnings from

PALM SPRINGS, Calif.(AP) — Composer Frederick Loewe, who
50 yearvyago teamed with lyricist Alan Jay Lerner to enchant audiences with classics like "Gigi," "Camelot," "My Fair Lady" and
"Brigadoon," has died at age 86.
The surviving member of one of the most successful collaborations
in American musical history died on Valentine's Day of heart failure,
said his guardian and friend, John Morris.
Lerner and Loewe produced such favorite songs as "Almost Like
Being in Love," "I Could Have Danced All Night," "On the Street
Where You Live," "I've Grown Accustomed to Her Face" and "If
Ever I Would Leave You."
Loewe, known as Fritz to his friends, died Sunday at 1:51 p.m. at
Desert Hospital. said a nursing supervisor who asked that her name
not be used. The composer was hospitalized last Wednesday with
chest pains.
When Lerner died in 1986, Loewe said,"It won't be long before we'll
be writing together again. I just hope they have a decent piano up
there."
"Fritz was a great friend and a great man," Morris said.
A public funeral was likely, he said, adding that L,oewe's close
friend, comedian Red Skelton, has written "a most beautiful eulogy."
Lerner and Loewe's 18-year partnership began with a one-night
flop in Detroit in 1942. They parted bitterly after "Camelot," their
last Broadway hit, in 1960. After a 1973 reunion for the Broadway production of "Gigi," they remained friends.
Loewe was born June 10, 1901, to a distinguished musical family in
Vienna, Austria.

The Blue Ribbon Committee studying the financial needs of the city
is not ready to make a report to the city council, agcording to city
clerk Jo Crass. The committee has canceled its meeting with the
council that was set for Tuesday at 7:30 p.m.
Crass said the meeting has not yet been rescheduled.

Elsewhere...
By The Associated Press
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MISS
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have nOt
received their home-delivered c'Opy
of the The Murray Ladgor It
Times by 5 30 p m Monday-Friday
or by 3 30 p m Saturday are urged to call 753-1916 between 510
p.m. and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday, or 3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Office Hours — 8 a.m.
- 5 p.m. Monday through Friday,
8 a.m. - 12 p.m. Saturday

Forecast
Tonight, becoming clear and
cold. Low in the upper teens
West wind 5 to 10 mph.
Tuesday, mostly sunny. High
In the lower 40s South wind 5 to
15 mph.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast calls
for a chance of rain or snow
Wednesday and again about
Friday. Highs will be mostly in
the 40s, with lows mostly in the
mid-20s to lower 30s

R.C. Jones was soaked while working on a water line to a construction
site on South ltth Street. Jones works for the Murray Municipal Utilities
water department.
Staff pboto by David Tuck
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Kentucky
General
Assembly

Kentucky's university presidents
that fewer dollars could mean
smaller faculties and less financial aid for students.
His proposed budget for elementary and secondary education also
came under fire last week, during
hearings before the Senate education and appropriation
(Cont'd on page 2)

Students and former students of
Murray State University will be
much in evidence at the march and
rally in Frankfort Tuesday, Feb.
16, to demonstrate support for
Nigher edtication in Kentucky.
Sally McKenney, a Marion
senior, will speak on behalf of some
120,000 state and independent college and university students from
across Kentucky at the rally.
Chris McNeill, a Hickman senior
who serves as president of the Student Government Association and
student regent, is part of an
11-member student delegation to
present student government resolutions and pititions to the governor's
office and each chamber of the
Kentucky General Assembly folowing the march.
Tom Baumgarten of Owensboro,
a Murray State graduate and
former student regent, will serve
as the master of ceremonies for a

brief program on the Capitol steps
at the conclusion of the 2 p.m.
march. Now a University of
Louisville medical student,
Baumgarten is also a former
member of the Council on Higher
Education (CHE ).
The Murray State University Pep
Band directed by Jim Wright of the
music faculty will be one of the student groups performing at the rally in a showcase of talent from college and university campuses.
Planned to raise the visibility of
the quality higher education issue
and to demonstrate the concern
and the unity of the higher education community, the march is sponsored by the Student Advocates for
Higher Education.
Assembly for the march will
begin at 1:30 p.m. on Second Street
east of Capital Avenue. School
(C,ont'd on page 2)

Legislative leaders propose tax revisions
FFtANICFORTT Ky.(AP) — The
chairmen of the', General
Assembly's money committees
are proposing to revise and raise
the state income tax despite Gov.
Wallace Wilkinson's adamant oppoistion to any tax increase.
"It's not a dead issue," said Sen.
Michael Moloney, D-Lexington,
chairman of the Senate Appropriations and Revenue Committee.
"I don't know what the chances

are," said Rep. Joe Clarke, DDanville, chairman of House Appropriations and Revenue. "We
have not yet heard the full outcry
of opposition to the governor's
budget."
Wilkinson's proposed budget is
based on existing revenues and
calls for cuts in some state programs and only small increases
fer education. Advocates for
education and some human ser-

vice programs have criticized the
budget.
Clarke said he will file a bill next
week to simplify and raise the income tax. Moloney said he will
unveil legislation — probably next
Friday — that would conform
state income tax laws to the new
federal income tax code.
The two lawmakers met Thursday to discuss their ideas. They
also explained their plans during a

meeting with Lt. Gov. Brereton
Jones.
"Obviously the need for more
revenue is the main reason why
I'm doing this. But we've needed
to simplify and reform the income
tax for years. I'd like to try to do it
all at once," Clarke said. "We
wanted to meet to see if we're
headed in the same direction. And.
((ont'd on page 2)

Poll reports
parents want
sex and AIDS
teaching, too
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API — A
new poll shows that 80 percent of
Kentuckians believe the state's
public schools should provide sex
education, implying widespread
public support for three bills that
are pending before the General
Assembly.
The latest Bluegrass State Poll
conducted from Jan. 22 to 27 by
The Courier-Journal, found that
an even greater proportion of
those surveyed — more than nine
In 10 — said schools should teach
about AIDS.
Among those who favor se;
education, 80 percent said the
courses or lessons should be
taught to students by the time
they're 12. Almost half said sex
education should start by the time
students are 4 or 10
And among those who favor
AIDS education, 79 percent said it
(Coard on page 3)
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1988

Past and present students
from MSU to attend rally

Blue Ribbon meeting canceled

fYINCORD, N.H. — Republicans Bob Dole and George Bush were
locked in what looked like a dead-even race and Democratic leader
Michael Dukakis tried to stay above the fray as the presidential candidates began a last day of work today before New Hampshire's
crucial primary.
PALM SPRINGS, Calif. — Frederick Loewe, who along with partner Alan Jay Lerner enchanted audiences with classic tunes from the
musicals "Gigi," "My Fair Lady," "Brigadoon" and others died at
age 86.
CALGARY, Alberta — Now more than ever, speed skater Dan
Jansen is looking for a bright bit of gold to relieve the darkness that
engulfed him with his sister's death and his fall in the race he had
hoped to win for her.
JERUSALEM — Military police detained and questioned two
soldiers about allegations that troops used a bulldozer to bury alive
four Arabs after violent protests earlier this month, the army said.
Further detentions were expected.
VIENNA, Austria — Chancellor Franz Vranitzky said that unless
the controversy over President Kurt Waldheim's record as a Nazi officer dies down soon, Vranitzky may be forced to resign.
WASHINGTON — Bolivian cocaine processors, Soviet vodka
distillers and thousands of New York cabdrivers are all part of a
growing underground world economy that a new study says is fouling
up statistics as well as producing huge profits.
ORLANDO, Fla. — State and federal officials are fighting efforts
by Texas and California to keep out Florida citrus fruit after the lifting of a federal ban imposed to keep a plant disease from spreading
to other citrus-producing states.
INGLESIDE, Texas — Residents here speak with awe about the
changes facing this town of 5,000 people, with its empty houses and
idle plants, when the Navy breaks ground this week for a $140 million
home port for the battleship Wisconsin.
ASUNCION, Paraguay — Gen, Alfredo Stroessner, the Western
Hemisphere's longest ruling head of state, won an eighth consecutive
term as president by a landslide over two lawyers whose names were
unknown to most Paraguayans.

35 CENTS

Education concerns
continue this week

Water wizard

News In Brief

Amenco's Rebrernect Choice

Alan Hawkins, center, a senior commercial tirt major at Murray State University, shows layouts for the
brochures to be used in Project Independent Living for Older Adults, a federally-funded project administered
by the Calloway ('ounty Public 1,ibrary. Checking the designs are library staff member De Harmon, at left,
and project coordinator Ginn) Morgan. The literature will be distributed to persons and organisations who
wish to volunteer their services to help the over-8) age group live in their own homes independently and to
those who need help in doing so. tnyone interested in the program should call Morgan at the library at
753 2288.
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New study says Kentuckians pay less in taxes than others
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A the services we need?"
The commission's publication,
new study shows that Kentuckians
pay less taxes than residents in "Measuring State Fiscal Capacity
other states, contradicting Gov. 1987," indicates that Kentucky is
Wallace Wilkinson's assertion that far below average in tax collection
the state's residents are over- compared with other states.
The commission, a joint project
taxed.
The study by the Washington- of federal, state and local officials
based Advisory Commission on In- as well as some from the private
tergovernmental Relations is be- sector, used two systems to
ing used by state legislators who measure state taxes.
The study attempts to compare
advocate a tax increase.
"There is no question that we the capacity of states to tax, or
are taxing as much as people how much revenue base is
want," said Sen. Michael R. available to be taxed if states all
Moloney, chairman of the Senate used the same average tax rate. It
Appropriations and Revenue Com- also measures how strongly each
mittee, who is working on a bill to state makes an effort to tap into
make Kentucky's income tax laws that base compared with other
conform to the federal tax code. states.
The systems used for the
"But the issue is one of leadership.
Are we taxing enough to provide measurements determine how

much money a state actually raised compared with how much it
could raise if it taxed at the national average rate, according to
Michael Lawson, the commission's public finance analyst.
The systems take into consideration 26 state and local tax
bases as of 1985. Those considerations are put on a scale where 100
equals the national average.
Wilkinson has said that Kentucky is a poor state that ranks
among the lowest in the area of
capacity but among the highest in
effort.
One of the systems used by the
commission found that Kentucky's
tax capacity is 78.2, putting the
state's revenue base far below the
national average,The Representative Tax System ranked Ken-

tucky 45th in tax capacity.
Kentucky's taxing effort — or
how strongly it makes use of its
taxing capacity — is measured as
a percentage of the capacity. It
rates 86.6, putting Kentucky 40th
in the nation among states in its efforts to tax its revenue base.
In dollar terms, the national
average tax capacity and taxing
effort is $1,408 a person. Kentucky's capacity is $1,101. But of
that capacity, it takes in only $953
a person.
The second system, which also
takes into consideration user
charges for such things as toll
roads and waterways, puts Kentucky in an even worse light. Its
capacity is 77.5, or 48th in the nation, and its taxing effort is 90, or
42nd.

Lawrence Lynch, an economist
for Transylvania University who
does work for the General
Assembly, said the method used
by the commission was only one of
many ways to measure taxes. But
he said it was considered one of
the best and most respected
methods.
Wilkinson said his figures were
compiled by Jack Brizius, a
member of Lexington-based State
Research Associates, which put
together most of Wilkinson's campaign platform. Brizius lives out of
state and could not be reached to
explain which system he used

Rally...
(Cont'd from page I)
mascots, cheerleaders and pep
hands, along with students, faculy, staff, alumni and other friends
hf higher education will proceed
southward along Capital Avenue to
the Capitol Building.
To begin at 3:30 p.m. in the
Dudgeon Civic Center Arena, a
facility in the Capital Plaza Complex that holds almost 5,300 plus
floor seatng, the rally is divided into a warm up, the showcase of student talent and speakers representing constituencies of higher
education.
The warm up will feature pep
bands, cheerleaders and mascots
during a 30-minute period as

No injuries
reported,on
icy, wet roads
Though the icy roads in Murray
and Calloway County over the
weekend caused several accidents, no injuries were reported
by the Kentucky State Police,
Murray Police Department or
Calloway County Sheriff's
Department.
One law enforcement official attributed the lack of injuries to the
fact that motorists drive more
slowly and use more precaution
when the roads are covered with
snow and ice. Saturday's sunshine
melted the hazard and driving got
back to normal in the late afternoon for most parts of the county.
More flurries are expected
tonight.

Revisions...
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(Cont'd from page 1)
generally, we are."
They acknowledged that Wilkinson's opposition to a tax increase
makes chances for the bills slim
but said they will press ahead
anyway.
Moloney said he will explain his
legislation next week. Clarke has
not worked out the final details of
his bill but said it will propose conforming to the federal income tax
code, eliminating a requirement
that poor people — probably
anyone making less than $12,000 a
year — file a state return, making
federal income tax no longer
deductible and setting up a new
schedule of rates.
Clarke said he has not yet worked out a rate schedule. He said he
has asked his staff to draft versions of the bill that would increase state revenue by $100
million, $150 million and $200
million a year.
"First I want to see what the
rates would have to be and what
the impact would be on taxpayers
to raise those amounts," Clarke
said. "Then I'll decide how far I
want to go.
The tax rates could be below 6
percent for many or all taxpayers,
but revenue would increase with
the elimination of the federal tax
deduction, he said.
Moloney asid his plan will call
for conforming to the federal tax
code "and include some other
elements."
Steve Miller, the executive officer of Jones' office, said Jones
supports conformity.
"He just wanted to hear what
Ideas were being considered,"
Miller said "He wants to hen a
clear idea of the impact of any tax
bill on the average taxpayer
before he decides to support it."

How To Buy
Seized Autos
Dirt Cheap
Late-model Luxury Autos, Yachts, Boats,
Airplanes, Vans, Trucks, Furniture,
Stereos, TV's, Expensive Jewelry, much,
much more seized in Gov't Drug Raids
and Surplus. Buy for own use or resell at
BIG PROFITS. Sales now being held in
your area and around U.S.A. For information phone 1-216-453-3000, Ext.
01955 DSA 9A122
A6107

Lynch said. some systems of
measurement relied solely on
taxes per capita or on the level of
state taxes, which would make
Kentucky appear to be among the
states with the highest taxes.
Wilkinson ran as a no-tax candidate and has proposed a no-frills
budget that allows for practically
no real growth in state spending
and cuts in a number of programs.
He has argued that Kentucky
raises taxes but continues to spend
beyond its means and that it is
time to stop throwing money at the
state's problems.
groups enter the arena and find
their assigned seats.
Lee Stevens of Ashland Oil will
serve as master of ceremonies and
introduce the higher education constituencies and the talent for the
showcase production.
Joining Miss McKenney as
speakers to climax the rally will be
Stan Chauvin of Louisville,
representing approximately 500,000
alumni and parents, and Dr. Beverly Davenport Sypher, an associate
professor of communications at the
University of Kentucky, representing about 10,000 full and part-time
and
faculty,
instructors
researchers.
Miss McKenney, a Presidential
Scholar at Murray State, is a
member ofthe academic team and
the forensic team. She is a German
major.

Camaro stolen
from local car
clean-up shop
A 1982 Camaro was stolen from
Danny Cohoon's Clean-up Shop,
624 N. Fouth St., on Friday night
and recovered on Holland Road
near Wiggins Furniture Saturday, according to a report from
Murray Police Detective Charles
Peeler.
Peeler said the car was left by
the side of the road and discovered
at approximately noon on
Saturday.
The incident in under
investigation.

Louie Nunn to
speak at dinner
Former Kentucky Gov. Louie
Nunn will be the featured speaker
at a dinner Friday at the Executive Inn in Paducah in honor
vice president George Bush, candidate for the Republican nomination for president.
A social hour will begin at 6:30
p.m. with dinner at 7:30. The dinner is $10 a person and reservations can be obtained by phoning
443-4516.
Area campaign organizers are
Glen Jermsta.d, Mark Whitlow,
both of Paducah; Ron Sanders of
Madisonville, and Malinda Boyd
of Wickliffe.

Education...
(Cont'd from page I)
committees.
Superintendent of Public Instruction John Brock told
legislators Wilkinson's proposal
for 2 percent, rather than 5 percent, increases for teachers in the
upcoming fiscal year would make
it difficult to attract good
educators.
The high note for Wilkinson's
education proposals came on Friday, when the State Board of
Eduction voted to endorse the concept of his education legislation.
His plan lays the groundwork for
an incentive program that would
pay $70 million a year in bonuses
to employees of schools that meet
performance standards
The plan was introduced in the
Senate on Thursday as Senate Bill
256, but the chairmen of the House
and Senate education committees
have said they do not expect to
take quick action on the measure.
Also last week, the first two bills
to reach Wilkinson's desk were
allowed to become law without his
signature.
House Bill 307 grants an exemption from civil liability to
volunteer workers for charitable
organizations, unless damage was
caused by willful or wanton
misconduct. Senate Bill 16 requires state agencies to furnish
budget information in electronic
form to the General Assembly
staff.
The highlight of the week for
members of the House and Senate
state government committees
may come on Thursday. The committees are meeting in joint session to hear testimony from actress Victoria Principal, who is a
spokeswoman for the National Arthritis Foundation
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Local teams fare well in Governor's Cup
Murray finished first in the high
school division of the third annual
Governor's Cup Competition held
Saturday at Mayfield High School.
The MRS students are coached by
Debbie Burgess and Sue
Vandegrift.
The Governor's Cup Competition features a middle school and
high school division. Four
categories of competition feature
team events in quick recall and
Future Problem Solving. Students
may also compete individually in
written assessment and English
composition. The written assessment competition includes tests in
science, language arts, math and
social studies.
The 1988 State Competition will
be held March 13-14 at the Executive West in Louisville.
Murray finished with a total of
31.5 points. Mayfield was second
with 23.5 and Marshall County
took third with 20. Calloway County High School did not participate.
The following students will advance to the regional competition
after placing in the top four in
Saturday's district tournament.
They are:
Yancey Hu* — _second place,
math.

Bill Mills — second, social
studies.
James Westphal — third-place
tie, science.
Mickey Hill — third, math.
Debbie Rutledge — first,
language arts and English
composition.
Leslie Loberger — second,
English composition.
Marty Scarbrough — fourth,
language arts.
Murray's Quick Recall and
Future Problem Solving teams
will advance to the regional tournament. The Quick Recall team of
Rutledge, Scarbrough, Huie,
Westphal and Chip Adams finished second.
Scott Rose, James Chu, Mark
Galloway and Shannon Hazier
combinied to win the Problem
Solving competition.
The Murray Middle School team
finished second in its division.
Murray had 23 points, eight behind
Mayfield's winning total.
Calloway County Middle School
was third with 19.
Students qualifying for the
regional competition for Murray
Middle School were:
Thomas Daniels — first, social
studies.

Eric Niffenegger — first,
English composition; third,
Science.
Peter Johnson — second,
science; fourth, English
composition.
Kelsey Christopher — second,
English composition.
Murray's Future Problem Solving team of David Chu, Will Gordon, Suelene Chu and Ginger
Crouch took second.
The students from Calloway
County Middle School that will
participate in the regional tournament include:
Seth Arant — second, math.
Dara Mitchell — third, math.
Mike Dale — third, social
studies.
Joy Wyatt — third, English
composition.
DeShawn Joesph — second,
language arts.
Calloway's Future Problem
Solving team of Richard Wilson,
Neal Simmons, Alexia Schempp
and Krystal Foley finished first.
The high school regional tournament will be held Saturday, Feb.
27 at Murray State University. The
regional middle school tournament will be held Feb. 27 at
Paducah Community College.

Tax-amnesty program for state proposed
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Mixed results in other states have
not deterred the Wilkinson administration from drafting a bill to
set up a tax-amnesty program in
Kentucky.
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson has not
released any details, but he is
banking on tax amnesty to be a
major source of revenue. His proposed budget includes $10 million
from an amnesty program in 1989
and $10 million more in 1990 from
a crackdown on tax evaders.
Until Wilkinson unveils his bill,
which is -expected to happen this
week, legislators say it is too early
to judge the proposal.
But some question the idea
itself. On one side is the issue of
fairness; on the other, the chance
for a one-time infusion of cash.
"Certainly it's tempting when
you're in a budget crunch like we
are," said state Sen. Charles
Berger, D-Harlan, a member of
the Senate Appropriations and
Revenue Committee.
Adding to the temptation is the
fact that the General Assembly
will need to find $20 million
somewhere else if it doesn't approve the amnesty proposal.
On the surface, though, Berger
said tax amnesty does not seem to
be just. Those who do not pay their
taxes can get off without penalty,
he said.

Betts arrested
on indictment by
local grand jury
Chuck Betts, 29, 6271/2 Broad,
was arrested Saturday on an indictment handed down from the
January grand jury in Calloway
County which charged him with
receiving stolen property over
$100, according to Murray Police
Detective Charles Peeler.
The charge is related to another
case in which Michael Cunningham of Rt. 5 Murray was arrested on Dec. 9, 1987 after a
search warrant was executed on
his excavation business, Peeler
said. Cunningham was charged
with the alleged removal of a vehicle identification number from a
stolen vehicle and receiving stolen
property over UK
Betts was employed by Cunningham, Peeler said.
Betts was lodged in the
Calloway County Jail on Saturday,
he added.

"Then you're the smart fellow,
and the person who paid their
taxes, they look kind of dumb," he
said.
A few years ago, tax-amnesty
plans were thought to be good for
two things: confusing taxpayers
and raising a few hundred thousand dollars or more.
Then Massachusetts collected
$85.2 million in 1984. - — '
"It was a real green light for a
lot of other states to consider
amnesties," said Betsy Houghteling, director of communications
for the Massachusetts Department of Revenue.
In the four years since
Massachusetts' windfall, 21 states
and the District of Columbia have
temporarily opened their coffers
— without penalty — to individuals
or businesses owing back taxes.

Parents...
(Cont'd from page I)
should begin by the time students
are 12. Nearly one-fourth said
AIDS instruction should begin by
age 8, according to the poll, results
of which were published in Sunday's editions of the newspaper.
House Bill 471, sponsored by
Rep. Tom Burch, D-Fern Creek,
would require school systems to
conduct sex education, including
instruction on sexually transmitted diseases such as AIDS. The bill
is pending before the House
Education Committee. House Bill
345, sponsored by Rep. Walter
Blevins, D-Morehead, would also
mandate sex education, to be
taught in home economics classes.
Another measure, House Bill
522, also sponsored by Burch,
would direct the state Health
Department to work with school
systems to make information
about AIDS available to students.
The bill does not, however, require
classroom instruction about AIDS.
The Health and Welfare Committee, of which Burch is chairman,
has approved the bill, which is
awaiting a vote in the House.
Even if no bills are passed directing it to do so, the state Board of
Education will probably institute
"family-life" courses in Kentucky
schools, which would include instruction on sex and AIDS, said
Gordon Nichols, a spokesman for
the state Education Department.
"The public and the school

Some states, such as Illinois,
even sweetened the offer by
forgiving some interest payments.
The results of tax-amnesty programs in other states have been
mixed, and comparisons are hard
to make because of the wide range
of tax systems, enforcement efforts, and the number of people
eligible.
At the top is New York, witb
$401.3 million from its amnesty
program two years ago. At the bottom is North Dakota, which gained
$150,000 from a program in 1983.
Amnesty experts say it is still
hard to estimate in advance how
well a program can be expected to
do. Success, they say, hinges on
creating incentives — including
advertising, beefed-up enforcement and stiffer penalties after
the amnesty ends.
systems are begging us to give
them something," Nichols said.
About one-third of the approximately 180 public-school districts
in Kentucky offer some kind of sex
education, according to an informal survey that Gene Fitzhugh, aconsultant.to the state Education
Department, conducted recently.
Most schools offer sex education
as part of home economics classes
or in health courses required for
ninth-graders.
Six school districts have formal
AIDS education, Fitzhugh said. In
most of those, he said, AIDS instruction begins during middle
school.
The Courier-Journal conducted
the poll by interviewing 803 adult
Kentuckians by telephone. The
poll has a margin of error of 3.5
percentage points — which
means, in theory, that in 19 of 20
cases, the poll results would differ
by no more than 3.5 points from
the results that would have been
obtained by interviewing all Kentucky adults with telephones.
The poll found no difference between men and women in their support of sex education in public
schools, but women who supported
sex education were more than
twice as likely as men to favor
starting sex education by age 8.
People ages 18 to 49 were much
more likely to favor sex education
than those 50 and older, 86 percent
to 66 percent. Those surveyed in
south-central and eastern Kentucky were less likely than those in
the rest of the state to favor instruction about sex or AIDS.

Scouts to allow women in leadership
ST. PAUL, Minn. (AP — The
Boy Scouts of America voted to
allow women to become scoutmasters and to hold all other
leadership positions, ending a
policy more than 70 years old, a
newspaper has reported.
The youth organization's executive board voted Thursday to
allow women to fill six leadership
positions that had been restricted
to men, the St. Paul Pioneer
Press-Dispatch said.
Although the Boy Scouts had
successfully defended legal
challenges over its policy for the
past 12 years, the organization
decided to drop the restrictions
because the court battles had
become too costly, a spokesman
said.
"It has cost the organization
millions of dollars to defend a position that makes common sense,"
said Ron Phillippo, executive
director of Scouting for the Indianhead Council in eastern Min-

•

nesota and western Wisconsin
"Experts are saying men must
spend more time nurturing and
providing male role models for
youth, and Boy Scouting has provided this in spades," Phillippo
said.
Six leadership positions will be
affected by the policy change, said
Barclay Bollas, another
spokesman. They are the leaders
and assistant leaders of Webelos,
who are Cub Scouts about 10 years
of age; scoutmasters and
assistants for Boy Scouts 11. to 17
years old, and coaches and

assistants tor Varsity Scouts, boys
14 to 18.
Many positions in the Boy
Scouts already are open to
women, Bollas said. Of the 1.1
million volunteers within the program nationwide, about 500,000
are women, he said
"In fact, there are many instances of women serving as
trainers of scoutmasters," Bollas
said. "There was never a question
of the ability of women. It was just
that the Boy Scouts felt there
ought to be male role models for
boys."

Read The

The People Have
A Right To Know...
ATTENTION

BLUE RIBBON COMMITTEE

Before you make a recommendation to our fine councilmen about
the proposed EARNINGS TAX (Payroll Tax), please consider the
following information:
1.. Almost 100% of employers and employees in Murray are opposed
to the tax.(MOST FEEL THERE SHOULD BE AN OPEN MEETING
SO THE REAL EXTENT OF THE OPPOSITION CAN BE SHOWN
TO THE MAYOR AND OUR CITY COUNCIL MEMBERS.)
2. Such a tax proposes many inequities and will be utterly impossible to administer in a fair and equitable way. (For example: an
employee of Fisher Price living in Murray next door to an
employee of Kenlake Foods would pay NO earnings tax whatever
for THE CITY SERVICES HE RECEIVES.) Also, Murray people
employed in other towns; the County and on traveling jobs would
PAY NO TAX FOR THE MURRAY CITY SERVICES THEY
RECEIVED.
3. There is a serious matter here of TAXATION WITHOUT
REPRESENTATION (Way over 50% of one large companies
employees here in Murray cannot VOTE for or against those who
levy the tax against them.) AND WOULD BE PAYING FOR SERVICES THEY DO NOT RECEIVE.
4. Don Leet says there will be a $255,000 shortfall in revenue needed
in our next fiscal year. Contrast this figure with the proposed 1°/o
earnings (Payroll Tax) which would collect approx. $600,000 to
$700,000 per year iri taxes. SUCH GROSS OVERTAXING
WOULD NOT LOOK GOOD TO A PROSPECTIVE NEW
BUSINESS FOR MURRAY.
5. While Economist are forecasting a downturn in our economy,
Social Security PAYROLL TAXES rose in Jan. from 7.15% to
7.51%. For each $10,000 you earn you now pay an extra
$36.00 this year. Self employed are facing a hefty 13% this year
and must pay an extra $70.00 on each $10,000 earned.
6. A large segment of home owners employed in Murray would pay
as much Payroll Tax as they now pay for City Property Tax. While
o recent survey shows OVER ONE-HALF OF MURRAY'S PROPERTY OWNERS WOULD PAY- ABSOLUTELY- NONE OF -IRE
PROPOSED EARNINGS(PAYROLL TAX.) Much of this condition
being due to retirement status.

WHAT ARE THE ALTERNATIVES???
1. Take just part of the annual INTEREST earned OR $2,214,191
(Figures from last June annual report) surplus in the Murray
$150,000
Natural Gas system
In a Blue Ribbon Committee meeting Jan. 6th. Don Leet said the
Bond Ordinance Prohibited use of Gas System Funds except for
Gas System use. This is correct BUT he failed to say this Prohibition has been violated on two or three occasions. $100,000 was
taken off the top in 1956 for building the City Hall. Then recently
$50,000 was given to the Water & Sewer for use in the Industrial
Park. HOWEVER, the problem is easy to solve if we just pay off
the remaining $210,000 remaining in the Gas Bond :ssue.
Also, Don Leet voiced a DOOMSDAY prediction about earthquakes and other disasters creating a PHANTOM need for an
inordinate amount of surplus funds in dt.ir Gas System. (Jack
Bryan, who helped construct and then run our system for eleven
years, estimates a reasonable surplus fund at approximately
$300,000.)
$150,000
2. Raise the Auto Sticker to $25.00
and ask President Stroup to collect from all MSU student car
owners when they register. (Briggs & Stratton is doing this now)
(As we know, all MSU students can vote in City elections and
should participate in some small way with City taxes.)
3. Reappraisals of property done in 1986 & 1987 plus an increase
to the full 4% allowed each year by State Statute. (DID YOU
KNOW OUR CITY COULD HAVE CHARGED APPROX. $95,000
MORE THAN WAS COLLECTED THIS YEAR ON PROPERTY AND
$150,000
NOT VIOLATED STATE LAW??)
4. Increase occupational licenses and intensify collection of existing
$50,000
taxes
Our fine Councilmen have a tough, thankless job to perform. The
Mayor has said the City Council has the power to decide the issue.
BUT, there is more to it than that. Our good Councilmen are trying
to hear all the voices before making a decision which will serve the
majority of Murray's people in the most honest and equitable way
possible. It is time for OUR MAYOR to call a PUBLIC HEARING AND
HEAR THE VOICE OF ALL THE PEOPLE.

Shopper
Weekly
Paid far by the Citizens Committee On Tax
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Don't dump problem Jimmy the Greek's critics missed the point
of loans on schools
In 1978, defaults on guaranteed student loans cost the
U.S. government $200 million.
By 1990, the annual cost is expected to top $2 billion. Students who fail to repay their
loans are not simply taking
money from the federal government — although that
would be bad enough. They
also are reducing funds available for other educational
programs — not only for colleges but also for elementary
and secondary schools. Secretary of Education William
Bennett has cause to label the
situation intolerable. But he
has seized upon a solution
that also is intolerable. He
would prohibit loans to students attending schools with
high default rates.
Frustrated by the rising
price tag on defaults, the Senate recently passed legislation that would cut off loans
to students at schools whose
default rate exceeds 25 percent. The House properly
balked at that provision and
tied up the bill in conference
committee. Stepping in where
the House refused to tread.
Bennett proposed administrative action to stop loans at
schools where the default
rate exceeds 20 percent.

better job of counseling students on the amount they borrow and on their obligation to
timely repayment. But he
goes too far when he proposes
making schools directly culpable for the financial behavior of former students.
Critics also point out that
Bennett's proposal would
eliminate loans for many
low-income and minority students — even those who are
good risks to repay their
loans — to attend the schools
of their choice. That's because the highest default
rates are recorded at community colleges, trade schools,
black colleges and other
schools with large minority
and low-income enrollments.
A more promising alternative is offered by Rep. William Ford, D-Mich. Ford
would offer more grant
morey but no loans for students in their first and second
years of college, when they
are most likely to drop out
and default on loans. For
third- and fourth-year students, he would make available loans but no grants. Another creative proposal now
being;, tested likens repayment id income level, on the
theory that defaults can be
reduced if students' monthly
payments do not exceed a
specified percentage of their
earnings.

Educators have responded
with a chorus of protest, and
rightly so. While Bennett
would hold them responsible
A loan program that genfor loan defaults, they have
only a small, indirect say in erates $2 billion in defaults
who receives loans and no each year needs adjustment.
role in repayment. Indeed, Bennett unfortunately has
most who default have al- reached for a simplistic and
ready graduated--er droppeittequitable -solution by dumpoutt of school. Bennett cor- ing the entire problem on colrectly wants schools to do a leges. He should try again.

During the Jimmy "The
Greek" Snyder media circus, I
noticed a common theme in
most of the rantings and ravings
about the Greek's alleged
racism.
Everyone agreed that Snyder
spouted nonsense when he said
black slaves had been bred for
size and strength, and that's
why their descendents are
superior athletes.
But I don't recall hearing
anyone argue with the Greek's
basic premise — that blacks are
better athletes than whites.
That's probably because it has
become conventional wisdom
that blacks are just born with
greater natural physical skills.
They can jump higher, run
faster, punch harder, etc.
So the sports experts and
other commentators bawled
Jimmy out for his half-baked
genetic theories, but they didn't
dispute the basic premise.
Well, I'll dispute it. I don't
believe that blacks are any better athletes than whites. Or that
whites are better athletes than
blacks.
I don't have any scientific
evidence to support my argument. I base it on what I've seen
with my own eyes.
For example, I've seen Willie.
Mays, who is black, play center
field brilliantly, run fast, and hit
the ball often and far. To some
people, Mays might be an example of black athletic superiority.
But I've also seen Mickey Mantle, who is white, play center
field brilliantly, run fast, and hit
baseballs often and far. And he
did it batting lefty or righty, on
defective legs, and frequently
with a hangover.
Mays was a little faster, Mantle was a little stronger. Beyond
that, there was little difference,
except for their skin color.
Or consider more recent
players. It's generally agreed
that the best first baseman in

bably have a superstar named
Magic Sanchez.
Second, there are few sports
that cost less to play than
basketball. All you need is one
ball, one hoop, and you have a
game. That's the biggest reason
Impoverished big city ghettos
produce so many basketball
players. If their daddies were
rich, some would be pro golfers
and tennis players.
The same holds true for boxbaseball is Don Mattingly. The
ing. The lowest economic
best second baseman is Ryne
classes have always produced
Sandburg, the best shortstop is
the fighters. When Jewish imeither Ozzie Smith or Cal
migrants were stuffed into big
Ripkin. And for years, Mike
city tenements, they produced
Schmidt has been the premier
toughs like Barney Ross. He
third baseman. All but Smith
knocked the hell out of most of
are white.
the blacks he fought, but nobody
Does this mean that whites
are better infielders? No, it just suggested that meant Jews were
better athletes than blacks.
means that these particular
For that matter, Rocky Marathletes happen to be the best
ciano, the great heavyweight
right now.
champ, never lost a fight. And
I won't bother to compare outmany of the large men he deckfielders. Baseball is loaded with
hard-hitting, fast-running out- ed were black. Did that mean
Italians are superior athletes?
fielders of both races who
Now that white ethnics have
qualify as all-stars. Andre
moved into the economic
Dawson is wonderful. He's
mainstream, they don't produce
black. Dale Murphy is just as
prize fighters. And you won't
wonderful. He's white.
Hitters? Tony Gwynn, who is find many black schoolteachers,
accountants, or doctors bringing
black, has a keen eye and
their kids to a sweaty gym,
always seems to hit .350. Wade
either. Mike Tyson has the tradiBoggs, who is white, has a keen
eye and hits the same. Other tional boxing background —
than race, the only difference is reform school.
Then we have football, the
that Boggs eats chicken every
day. Does that mean that white game that caused Jimmy the
Greek's downfall.
guys who eat lots of chickens are
The best runner I ever saw
superior athletes? What's that
was Jimmy Brown, who was
you say? There are some sports
black. But I saw him knocked
in which blacks are clearly
backward by Dick Butkus who
dominant? Right. Boxing and
basketball. But what does that was white and the best
linebacker who ever played.
prove?
What does that prove? Nothing,
In basketball it proves two
things. First, height is an impor- except they were both superb
tant factor. And it been scien- athletes. One was a great runtifially established that a ner. The other was great at flatgreater percentage of black men tening great runners.
Even in his final year, Walter
are above six feet tall than white
men. If there were a lot of 6 feet' Payton had moments of
brilliance. One of the reasons
10 inch Puerto Ricans, we'd pro-

was that large, agile linemen
such as Jimbo Covert and Jay
Hilgenberg, both white, were
knocking down defenders, including some who were black
What does that prove? Nothing,
except that Covert and
Hilgenberg are also superb
athletes, but with different
skills
Gayle Sayers, a black, was the
most elusive runner I ever saw.
Larry Czonka, a white, was the
most powerful runner I ever
saw. Look at their records and
you'll see they achieved the
same results, but in different
ways. Who is to judge which one
was the better athlete? I do
know I would have preferred to
have Sayers run past me than
Czonka run over me.
If we want to deal in
generalities, I can make a case
that Chicago's Poles, Bohemians, Italians and Irish have a
special athletic gift. We are the
greatest 16-inch softball players
in the world. We proved it by
winning every national championship of that bare-handed
sport every year for a quarter of
a century. Chicago ethnics have
been RS dominant in 16-inch softball as blacks have been in
basketball.
Is it in our genes? Or
Chicago's water supply? Did our
peasant ancestors have big,
strong hands, which we
Inherited?
Or could the answer be
simpler? Such as the fact that
about 85 percent of all 16-inch
softballs are sold in the Chicago
area. And that this is where the
game is played most often, so if
we play more than anyone else,
we are going to better at it than
anyone else.
I leave you with one thought to
ponder. If Michael Jordan is
such a great athlete, why
doesn't anyone ask him to ride a
horse in the Kentucky Derby?

Thoughts In Season
By Ken Wolf
Sometimes it takes someone
from another culture to point out
the weaknesses and inconsistencies
in our own. Consider this statement
attributed to Tiana of the Cherokee.
Sam Houston's wife:
I especially like the proverbs.

They're as beautiful as the
ancient incantations of our
people. It's a fine book. And
so old. I wonder that the
white people are still so evil
after having that book for so
long.

How to reach your elected officials
LT.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell
Room 118
Russell Senate Office Bldg. .
Washington. D.C. 20510
U.S. Sen. Wendell Ford
Room 363
Russell Senate Office Bldg.
Washington. Ii C. 20510
U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard Jr.
2182 Rayburn House Office Bldg.
Washington, I).(' 20515

Looking Back

All U.S. Senators and Representatives may be reached by phone by dialing (2021 224-3121 where a U.S,Capitol
operator wiil connect you with the official of your choi( e.
State Sen Greg Higdon
State Capitol Bldg.
Frankfort. Ky. 40601
or.
Rt. 2, Fancy Fujin, Ny. 92039
State Rep. Freed Curd
St. Capitol Bldg.
Frankfort,
or
1607 Sycamore
Murray, Ky. 42071
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Ten years ago
Charles Walston has been named 1978 Boy Scout Fund Drive
Chairman for Calloway County.
Ed Shinners is in charge of the major gift portion of the drive.
U.S. Senator William Proxmire
(D-Wis.) spoke about "Waste in
Government" at Insight Lecture
at Murray State University last
evening.
Births reported include a boy to
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Mr. and Mrs. Mike Penney, Jan.
2; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Pat
Stark, Jan. 28; a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Gail Doron, Jan. 29; boy to
Mr. and Mrs. David Earl Gossum,
Feb. 7.
Mrs. Bertha Doores celebrated
her 95th birthday on Feb. 7.
Twenty years ago
Big K Department Store in Bel
Air Shopping Center is having its
grand opening today. Over 60 people are employed at the new store.
Cpl Larry F. Leslie, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Roy Leslie, was named
as outstanding traineer of cycle
and graduation from Advanced Infantry Training at Fort Polk, La.

Army Pvt. Ronald J. Edwards,
son of Mr. and Mrs. George R. Edwards, has completed eightweeks' administration ourse at
Fort Leonard Wood, Mo.
Emily Wolfson has been elected
president of Kentucky Guild of Artists and Craftsmen for 1968.
Thirty years ago
Murray and Calloway County
awoke this morning to a snow
estimated at from three to four
inches.
An average of $31.62 was
reported for sale of dark fired
tobacco on the Murray Market.
Mrs. George Hart spoke about
"Personalities of Calloway Coun-

Letter To The Editor

Nurse aided by stranger
Dear Editor:
I am a Licensed Practical Nurse
at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Today after work I was cleaning
the ice and snow from my car,
when a young man stopped his car
and came over with his ice
scraper and started to clean my
car.

I do not know his name, but I
really did appreciate his help.
Please thank him for me and let
everyone know how nice he is. He
certainly made my day better.
Thank you,
Margaret Scarbrough
1711 W. Olive
Murray, Ky.

ty" at a meeting of Captain
Wendell Oury Chapter of
Daughters of American Revolution at home of Mrs. Wells
Purdom.
Dr. Josh Billings of Vanderbilt
University, Nashville, Tenn.,
spoke at a meeting of Murray
Rotary Club held at Murray
Woman's Club House. He was introduced by Dr. Hugh L. Houston.
Forty years ago
Application of Murray Broadcasting Company to erect a new
standard radio station in Murray
received final approval from
Federal Communications yesterday, according to George E.
Overbey, president of the
company.
An agreement was reached
yesterday between the employees
and management of Murray
Manufacturing Co., according to
R.M. Lamb, general manage
Mrs. S.V. Foy told about activities at Farm and Home Week
Meeting in Lexington at a meeting
of South Murray Homemakers
Club held at home of Mrs. Walter
Miller.
Murray High School Tigers beat
Providence in Western Kentucky
Conference Basketball Tournament at Henderson. Glin Jeffrey
was high scorer for Murray.
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FARM AND AG NOTES
to it, and make old concrete less
When animals are domesticated
slippery by grooving it. In addition,
and made to conform to an environkeep cows on dirt as much as pracment created by man, other
tical, with a set time each day if
changes are often necessary to
possible. Separate dry cows from
maintain the animals' health.
the milking herd and keep them on
An example is the horse shoe. As
pasture or dirt lots.
the horse evolved into a beast bred
Use a clean footbath containing
to fill some of the needs of
mankind, the horse shoe was a copper sulfate or formalin solution daily (or less often if it works).
developed also, enabling the
Routinely trim and inspect the
animal to perform more efficientfeet,
remembering to also view the
hoof.
the
to
damage
less
ly with
bottom of the hoof. Many "normal
Now, it's the feet of dairy catle
that need attention, as the animals apearing' hooves are found to have
bad spots, heel erosion Or severe
are evolving from creatures of the
wear when they are picked up and
field and pasture to beasts of
inspected.
confinement.
Inspect lame cows at the first
Some of the changes in their
lifestyle include a different diet, sign of problems, and routinely inmore wetness, less space and exer- spect all cattle that have been
cise, a harder surface on which to --known to have foot. problems.
These are some common sense
stand — and often, more foot and
pointers on what can be easily done
leg problems.
to prevent some foot and leg proSome Pointers
While not all foot and leg pro- blems in dairy cattle. Your
veterinarian has more information
blems may be caused by or related
directly to hard surfaces, enough regarding problems that can occur
are so related that a checklist of when dairy cattle are kept confinpreventive measures that can be ed, and more information on
easily utilized seems appropriate. preventing those problems.
Some ipe'loventive measures Remember, as the veterinarian
helps you prevent those problems,
include:
Reduce the abrasiveness of new he is also increasing the profit from
concrete before cows have access your herd.

Four local farmers were recognised at the regional banquet. They were,
from left: Tripp lurches, Rick Murdock. Richard Jones and Greg Story.

Local young farmers attend
area recognition banquet

ficer of Southern States, will present the financial report for the
first six months of the
cooperative's current fiscal year.
Dr. Joseph Coffey, vice president of Economics and Planning
at Southern States, will be on hand
to introduce the video.
James will also use video to
answer the questions many
farmers have been asking. Those

Wayne McAtee
17-member board of directors, will
preside at the session. Registration for the meeting will begin at
9:30 a.m.
In a videotape presentation,
"The New Dawn Brings Changes
and Challenges," Gene A. James,
president and chief executive of-

in attendence will have the opportunity to ask Coffey questions
after this presentation.
Another major part of the program is entitled "Update '88.) Dr
Joe Coffey, vice president of
Economics and Planning for
agriculture, and his views will be
presented.
Frank Guthrie of Lexington, a
regional manager for Southern
States, will discuss the
cooperative's retail operations in
the area.
The Young Farmer Advisory
Board election will also be
featured, and a Squthem States
Farmer's Planning Guide will be
available free of charge to those
attending the meeting.

Soybean farmer Keith Tapp and
• his wife, Regina, of Sebree have
joined al special group of farm
couples who are volunteering theirt
time to speak out for U.S.
Soybeans.
The Tapps' farm about 2000
acres of soybeans, corn, wheat
and tobacco. Keith is a state director of Kentucky Farm Bureau, a
director on the Advisory Board of
Farmers Bank, a member of the
Kentucky Soybean Promotion
Board, a member of the ASCS
Committee and a member of the
Church of Christ where he is a Sunday School Teacher and Song
Director. Regina is a member of
the Sebree County Farm Bureau,
a member of the PTO Executive
Board, a yearbook advisor, the
Bike-A-Thon Chairman for 1987, a
substitute school teacher and a
member of Poole Church of
Christ.
Keith and Regina have two
childrn, Andy, 8 and Katie Jo, 4.
The Tapps were selected by the
Kentucky Soybean Association to
participate in the second annual
spokesperson program called SOY

be "to eliminate violative levels of
the drug sulfamethazine in hogs
marketed in tile U.S."
The tightened program will go
into effect this spring as planned.
he said. Further, regulations for a
rapid in-plant "Sulfa-On-Site" test
are in the works. Producers also
will be encouraged to use the test,
dubbed SOS, for pre-testing hogs
before shipping them to slaughter
plants.

9th — 18th
por

movie
(Excluding Newest Releases)

Coming Soon: Spaceballs (10th),
Revenge of the Nerds II (1 8th)
Monday — Thursday Only

Mon.-Thurs. 12:00-8:00
Sunday 12:00-6:00
Fri.-Sat. 11:00-9:00
Dixieland
753-7731
111111111111111111•11
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Ambassadors. The program is
sponsored by the American Soybean Association and CIBAGEIGY Corporation, a crop protection chemical manufacturer
and a marketer, to help promote
public awareness and support for
U.S. soybean farming.
SOY Ambassadors are available
to present programs or provide
educational displays at meetings
or other events. They can address
a variety of topics, from changes
in U.S. agriculture to International Soybean Marketing. Community Clubs and School organizations can learn more about the
soybean industry by inviting Keith
and/or Regina to their next
meeting.
"No one is more qualified than a
farmer to ,offer insights into the
challenges and opportunities
which today's farmers face," says
Skip Ragland, CIBA-GEIGY
public relations manager. "They
know soybean farming, and
through the SOY Ambassadors
program they will develop communication skill to take their
messages off the farm."
To request a SOY Ambassador
Program with the Tapps, call the
Kentucky Soybean Association at
502/885-1446 or the Tapps at
502/639-5575.

Business Men's Assurance Company of America IBMA is sponsoring five $1,000 scholarships
through the Future Farmers of
America (FFA ) scholarship program, announced BMA agent, Jeff
Holland.
These scholarships are
available to eligible FFA
members pursuing a four-year
college degree in any area of
agriculture. Applications can I, obtained through any of the local
FFA offices located across the
United States. All applications
must be postmarked by March 1,
1988, and scholarship recipients
will be selected by the National
FFA Foundation later in the
spring.
"BMA has developed strong ties
with the agribusiness community
ever since our company was
founded, over 78 years ago. We
recognize that the growth and
future of agribusiness depends on
the knowledge and dedication of
our nation's youth. Through these
scholarships, BMA is pleased to

1987 payments
surpass record
WASHINGTON (AP) — About
63 percent of the $11.8 billion in
federal payments to farmers in
1986 went to 10 states, mostly large
grain producers, according to an
Agriculture Department study.
The total for the top 10 states
was about $7,46 billion in the 1986
calendar year, the department's
Economic Research Service said.
Iowa led with $1.16 billion paid
to farmers,followed by Texas with
$978.4 million; Illinois, $882.5
million; Kansas, $870.8 million;
Nebraska, $867.8 million; Minnesota, $802.4 million; North
Dakota, $700.2 million; Indiana,
$411.3 million; Oklahoma, $393
million; and California, $387.9
million.
The listings were included in an
annual financial report issued
Wednesday by the agency. The
highlight of the report was stateby-state figures showing 1986 net
cash income, which totaled $52
billion nationally.

Hello
Stranger!
Searching for answers to
those who;whatiwhere qUesti+
about your new city)
WAGON
WELCOME
As
Representative, its my job to help
you get over the hurdles of being
a newcomer
By bringing you some useful
gifts Community info Advice on
reliable business in your new
neighborhood And more Call

9(re-h-ome
Hostess Kathryn Outland 753 3079
Asst Hostess Ingeborg King 492 8348

41011

expand the educational opportunities available to FFA
members," said Tom Grant,
President and Chief Executive Officer of BMA.

Diet Pills Sweeping U.S.

Doctors Invent
'Lazy Way' to
Lose Weight
New 'Fat Magnet' Diet Pill
Guarantees Fast Weight Loss
BEVERLY HILLS CA (Special)—
An amazing new weightloss pill called
"fat-magnet" has recently been
developed and perfected by two prominent doctors at a world famous hospital
in Los Angeles that reportedly
"guarantees" that you will easily lose
fat by simply taking their tested and
proven new pill.
No Dieting—Eat Normally
Best of all, "you can continue to eat
all of your favorite foods and you don't
have to change your normal eating
habits. You will start losing fat from
the very first day, until you achieve the
ideal weight and figure you desire."
There has neve- been anything like
it before. It is a totally new major
medical breakthrough for weiglg loss
(worldwide patent pending).
Flushes Fat Out of Body
The new pill is appropriately called
the "fat-magnet" pill because it breaks
into thousands of particles, each acting like a tiny magnet,"attracting" and
trapping many times its size in fat particles. Then, all that trapped fat is
naturally "flushed" right out of your
body because it cannot be digested.
Within 2 days you will notice a
change in the color of your stool as
the fat particles are being eliminated.
"Pills Do All the Work"
According to the doctors, the fatmagnet pills do all the work while you
quickly lose fat with no starvation diet
menus to follow, no calorie counting,
no exercising, and no hunger pangs.
It is 100% safe. You simply take the
pills with a glass of water before meals.
The fat-magnet pills have just been
offered to the American public and are
already sweeping the country with
record sales and reports of dramatic
weight loss. It's the "lazy way" to lose
weight for people who enjoy eating.
Now Available to Public
If you need to lose 20,50, 100Pounds
or more, you can order your supply
of these new highly successful fatmagnet pills (now available from the
doctor's exclusive manufacturer by
mail or phone order only) by sending
$20 for a 90 pill supply (-'-$2 handling), or $35 for a 180 pill supply(+S3
handling), cash,check or money order
to: Fat-Magnet, 9016 Wilshire Blvd.,
Dept. WE26. Beverly Hills, CA 90211.
(Unconditional money-back guarantee if not 100% satisfied.) Visa,
MasterCard and American Express
OK.(Send card number, expire date,
and signature.) For fastest service for
credit card orders ONLY call anytime
24 hours, toll free 1(800)527-9700,
Fat 4.44
Nali
ext7 WR26.
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The Calloway County YFA
meets at the Murray Area Vocational Center and Johnnie
Stockdale is the advisor. The next
meeting for the organization will
be on Monday, Feb. 15 at 7 p.m. at
the Center. All interested farmers
are encouraged to attend.

Tapps join organization to
speak out for U.S. soybeans

Officials cracking down on drugs
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
report linking a drug widely used
by hog producers to cancer has
helped prompt the Agriculture
Department into a new crackdown
on illegally- high traces of the
substance in the nation's pork
supply.
Lester M. Cr4wford, administrator of the department's
Food Safety and Inspection Service, said Thursday the goal will

competition at the Kentucky
Young Farmers Association State
Convention later this month.
Jones was elected purchase
region president and Murdock was
elected secretary-treasurer,.
Calloway County will host the 1989
banquet.
Those attending the banquet
were: Jerry and Melissa Stark,
Randy and Irene Tucker, Rick and
Stacy Murdock, Tripp and Sharon
Furches, Johnnie and Cathy
Stockdale, Mike and Debbie Burchett, Richard and Becky Jones
and Greg Story.

Fifteen members of the
Calloway County Young Farmers
Association recently attended the
Purchase Region Recognition
Banquet at Marshall County High
School.
The purpose of the banquet was
to recognize those individuals who
had excelled on their various farming enterprises. The following
farmers placed first in the region:
Greg Story, yellow corn production, double-crop soybean production; Rick Murdock, beef cattle
production; Mark Paschall,
burley thacco production; Steve
Steele, dark-fired tobacco production; Larry Tucker, air-cured
tobacco production, bottomland
soybean production; Tripp Furches, white corn production and
Richard Jones, YFA rural leadership ontest.
These Calloway Countians will
represent the first region in state

Murray farmers to attend meeting

Dr. Joe Coffey

5

BMA to give scholarships
to nation's young farmers

Y(ertitteici, Wei(aiwy
Adzet S14,4t2ct:a.htav

Outstanding young farmers
from the Murray area will attend
Southern States Cooperative's
regional board/young farmer
meeting to be held by the
cooperative at the Holiday Inn in
Mayfield, Ky., Feb. 25.
Invited to attend from this area
are the elected directors of
Southern States Inc. — Calloway
Service, in Murray. Also attending
the session will be the
cooperative's retail managers and
agricultural workers.
A total of 36 of these regional
meetings will be held during
February by Southern States over
a six-state area. The cooperative
serves farmer-members who live
in Virginia, West Virginia,
Maryland, Delaware, Kentucky
and North Carolina.
Wayne McAtee of Cadiz, Ky., a
member of the cooperative's
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Off Regular Price

Open: Mon.-Sat. 9-5

WHOLESALE STORES,INC.
Mayfield, KY

East South & 5th Sts.

247-2757

$39.95 Value
NOW ONLY

Get 33 portraits tor $14 95 including a
10x13 well portrait and 12 All-Occasion
Caption Portraits(make portraits tor all
occasions by applying your chorce of
60 messages) There's no appointment
necessary and K mart welcomes
babes, children, adults and groups
PrIStS

Men's Wool & Wool Blend Sportcoats.
Visa-MC Accepted

33 Portrait Package.
2 - 8x10s, 3- 5x7s,
15 wallets Plus, a Big 10x13 and
12 All-Occasion
Caption Portraits'(3x5s)

Monday-Saturday Feb 15th-20th

50%

011iiI!

,1 1101100441
&MAOji,_1.17

SeleCtOn 401 valtfl *11., {,T,

1f01, 5 P,10, 4/1,1.tponai

plus 954
-xlwrtisee Package per tamAy

Tuesday, February 16 thru
Saturday, February 20
Daily: 10 a.m to 8 p.m.
700 U.S. Highway 641 North, Murray, Ky.
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Home economics group
hears Durbin at meeting
Agnes Durbin, state department
staff member, was speaker at a
recent meeting of Region I Home
Economics Teachers Association
held in Multi-purpose Room of
Home Economics Department at
Murray State University.
Durbin gave a Legislative Update and introduced the topic,
"Global Issues."
Sue Smith presented a summary
of the project, Global Connections,
and briefly discussed ways that
the information could be incorporated in FHA and home
economics program.
A video on "Baking Basics" was
shown.
Sally Crass, Murray, president,
presided and introduced Judy
Kelso, president-elect, who was in
charge of the program. Bonnie
Harris, representative of Dairy
and Food Nutrition Council,
presented materials to teachers to
use in classes.
Judy Payne, instructor in home
economics at MSU, coordinated a
sharing session with teachers
discussng available computer
software.
Carolyn Owsley gave a rekort on
the Nutritional Science Pilot at
Heath High School.
Other reports were given by
Carole Lattus, secretary; Joan
Williams, vice president; Bonnie
Roofe, treasurer;--Wansla Mullins

Mun
dresse
Northv

Play
a serie

Dis,
bat
hos

One
dismis
have b

Agues Durbin
•
and Beverly Ford.
The group went to The Dakota
for the meal. Door prizes were
sponsored by Betsy's Halmark
and Benton Floris.
Present were 21 members including Sue Dortch, Sue Smith,
Carolyn Owsley, Wynn Ava Sherron, Wanda Mullins, Beverly
Smith, Marlene Beach, Lois Pharris, Virginia Slimmer, Agnes Durbin, Judy Payne, Sally Crass,
Judy Kelso, Nancy Buffington,
Patty Cartwright, Patsy Oliver,
Joy Kelso, Carole Lattus, Sarah
Walker, Joan Williams and Mary
Lawson.

Herndon and Jones win
honors for 'Lafferty Hall'
"Lafferty Hall," a situation
comedy produced by Murray State
University students Randy Herndon and Dean Jones, has won the
region's 1987 Frank O'Connor
Memorial College Television
Award, presented by the Academy
of Television Arts and Sciences.
Herndon, a senior from Murray,
will receive the award certificate
and $400 cash stipend. A broadcast
oduction major, he wrote the
- script, cast the actors, developed

BARGAIN SHOWS
SAT. & SUN. AFTERNOONS
& TUESDAY NIGHTS
ALL SEATS 2.30

'BRILLIANT AND
ABSOLUTELY TaMPANGI"

tilt Serpent_
Ind thc

Rainbow

7:10

0:10

U..
WALL STREET

08

MICHAEL DOUGLAS c..LT
CHARLIE SHEEN
DARYL HANNAH E

753 3314 1008 CHESTNUT

the concept for the set design and
directed and co-produced the
show.
A senior from Pilot Oak, Jones
served as technical director and
co-producer for thCshow.
Alan Greule, director of MSU
TV Studios, served as executive
director and set consultant.
Set in a residence hall lobby at
fictional Magnolia State University, the award-winning program is
--pilot episode of -a-proposed
series, according to Herndon. A
second episode is in production
and both shows will air on MSUTV 11 during the spring semester,
he said.
"Lafferty Hall" was judged with
collegiate comedy entries from
Region 3, which includes schools
in Connecticut, Delaware, Maine,
Maryland, Massachusetts, New
Hampshire, Ohio, Pennsylvania,
Rhode Island, Vermont, Virginia,
West Virginia and the District of
Columbia. As the region's award
winner, it then was judged with
the first place entries from the
Other five regions.
Two regional entries will be
presented as national winners at a
special awards ceremony March 6
in Los Angeles. Herndon said he is
looking forward to attending the
event, even though he knows that
his entry will not receive a national award.
"I'm eager to see the shows that
were chosen," he said, noting that
a screening of the winners is part
of the ceremony. "I'll also have an
opportunity to meet some professionals related to the industry
from throughout the country."
A 1976 graduate of Calloway
County High School, Herndon's
voice is familiar to radio audiences in Calloway and Marshall
Counties. His 11-year career as a
broadcaster includes serving as
play-by-play announcer on the
MSU Racer Sports Network since
1985.
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Lodge makes_donations
Lodge No.728 of Woodmen of the World recently made donations and
presented a set of flags to local groups. In top left photo, Dr. Clegg
Austin, left, chairman of the Board of Directors, and Linda Lester,
second left, president, for Main Street Youth Center, accept a check
for $500from,left to right, Madelle Talent and Barbara Ramsey,project committee,and Candace Dowdy,lodge president. In the top right
photo, the Lodge presents a set of flags to the Main Street Youth
Center. Pictured,from left, are Candace Dowdy,lodge president, Dr.
Clegg Austin, Center, LaVanch Turner and Dollie Clark, flag committee for the lodge, and Linda Lester, Center. In the bottom photo,
Jackie Robinson, left, supervising instructor for W.A.T.C.H. (work
activities training center for the handicapped) accepts a check for
$500 from, left, Madelle Talent and Barbara Ramsey, project corn.
rnittee,„and Candace Dowdy, lodge president.

DATEBOOK
Denver Johnson Rhodes born

Harrington is selected

Mr. and Mrs. Tim Rhodes of 1714A Oak Hill Dr., Murray, are the
parents of a son, Denver Johnson, weighing seven pounds seven ounces,
measuring 20i inches, born on Thursday, Feb. 4, at 5:43 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The mother is the former Lisa
Sullivan. Paternal grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Ward Dougherty and
maternal grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Albert Johnson Sullivan, all of
Paris, Tenn. Great-grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Fowler Noble and

Matthew T. Harrington, a senior at Iiiatington and Lee University,
Lexington, Va., has been elected into membership in Wa.sllington and
Lee's Gamma of Virginia Chapter of Phi Beta Kappa. The chapter was
installed at Washington and Lee in 1911 and annually elects a limited
number of students of outstandng character and superior academic
records. Harrington is the son of Dr. and Mrs. Tracy Harrington of 1713
Plainview Dr., Murray.

.

ffairt_Faira_Baldwki,

•

--41mrst
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Patients
„.„at hospital

Frances Drake
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth sign.
FOR TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 16, 1988

Cody- Wayne Rowlett born
Mr. and Mrs. Jonathan Rowlett of Rt. 4, Paris, Tenn., are the parents
of a son, Cody Wayne, weighing seven pounds 14 ounces, born on Friday,
Feb. 5, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The mother is the former
Lisa Evans. Paternal grandparents are Ricky and Vikki Rowlett of
Paris. Maternal grandparents are Linda Evans of Paris and Tommy
Evans of Natchez Trace State Park. Great-grandparents are Mrs. Gertrude Parker of Paris, Mrs. Mary Rowlett of Dover, Tenn., Mrs. Mary
Sue Ivey of Paris, Mr. and Mrs. T.J. Evans and Mrs. Elzie Gilbert of
Parsons, Tenn. A great-great-grandmother is Mrs. Ellie Gilbert of
Parsons

SCORPIO
ARIES
Pi (Oct. 23 to Nov.21)
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
Extra drive leads to extra success
Enthusiasm grows now for an
upcoming trip. Despite an incident on the job. Make your own opportuniinvolving envy, the pluses outweigh ties. Avoid any tendency to dictate.
the minuses where social life and Talk things out amicably with a
family member.
romance are concerned today.
SAGITTARIUS
TAURUS
(Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
(Apr.20 to May 20)
Leisure activities are happily
You're happy about a financial
development today. Connections are emphasized Romarce is likely now
helpful to you in your career. It's a One remark you hear now is not to
good time to talk to bosses about your liking, but otherwise communications are positively accented.
raises or other concerns.
CAPRICORN
GEMINI
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
(May 21 to June 20)
Luck is with you regarding domesThough you may feel stymied
about one work project, you're good tic interests. An opportunity to invest
at selling yourself now. Luck comes in property could come now. Where
through social life. Travel is also money is concerned your judgment is
very good.
favored today.
.fiQUARRIS
CANCER
* (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
(June 21 to July 22)
You're especially charming and
A lucky break comes to you in your
career. You have extra drive and articulate today. Make those imporenthusiasm now. Talks with advisers tant phone calls. An opportunity
about financial interests are indi- arises now in connection with a club
or group.
cated. Partners are in agreement.
PISCES
LEO
maw
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
11*-s full speed ahead regarding
Relationship harmony improves
I usy making cateer interests and luck is with you
today Couples are tnt
Don't me
make all" the way. Some take time now to
future plans together D
the concern. 1-eitich up on reading, correspondence
much ado about a
and creative, work.
Accent togetherness now
IF BORN TODAY you have critical
VIRGO
L
ts
. talents and a natural interest in
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
It's a good day to raise capital for society and its problems. Though you
domestic projects. Efficiency is tops can succeed in banking, you're more
now and you'll take pride in your likely to choose a professional career.
work.' You'll straighten out a matter You should have no trouble commercializing your artistic talents and may
with a co-worker.
be drawn to the stage. Law, literature,
LIBRA
et and science may also appeal to you.
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
Learn to open up with close ties for
You just might fall in hove today
Collaborative efforts are favored greater happiness in your personal
now. Talks with children lead to life. Birthdate of; Patty Andrews,
mutual understanding Mental hob- singer, Sonny; Bono, entertainer; and
-JOhn Schlesinger, film director.
bies prove stimulating
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Haley receives internship
at Harding at Searcy, Ark.
Angie Haley, a mass communication major at Harding
University, Searcy, Ark., has been
chosen by K-Mac Enterprises as a
campus representative for Taco
Bell.
The internship consists of public
relations, adv rtising and
marketing re,ati n activities on
campus.
Ms. Haley, 19 is from Murray
and a graduate of Calloway County High School.
She is also employed by Harding's Admission Office in
recruiting for the university, a
member of Alpha Epsilon Rho, Ko
Jo Kai social club, Friends and
Campus Ministry. She will serve
on the staff of the campus TV station for 1988-89 school year.
Angle is the daughter of Bob and
Loretta Haley, Rt. 1, Farmington.
She is the granddaughter of Mr.

and Mrs. Theron Crouch, Rt. 1,
Farmington, and Mr. and Mrs.
Oather Haley, Rt. 5, Mayfield.

„a

Angie Haley

Electrolysis by Teresa
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YourIndividual
Horoscope

Local persons recently dismissed from area hospitals include the
following: Margaret Genshock of Murray from Lourdes, Paducah;
Janice Castleberry of Kirksey, Loucretia McDougal and John
Willoughby of Murray and Constance Riter of Hardin from Western
Baptist, Paducah; Mary Louise Pullen of Farmington, Anetta Kendall
of R. 1, Kirksey, and Dorran Matthew McClure and Jonathan Nicholas
McClure of Murray from Community, Mayfield; Terri F. Herbison of
Puryear, Tenn., and Eleanor Kendall-Holmes of Murray from Henry
County Medical, Paris, Tenn.
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Community events listed
Wednesday, Feb. 17
Tuesday,Feb. 16
Tuesday,Feb. 16
and colon cancer
glaucoma
vision,
Events at First United
Music Department of Murray Calloway County Hospital.
offered.
be
will
kits
Methodist
Church
will
include
Woman's Club will meet at 7:30
Living with Diabetes will meet Mothers' Morning Out at 9 a.m.
p.m. at club house.
Prepared Childbirth Class will
at 2 p.m. in third floor classroom and Education Work Area at 6
---at 7 p.m. in third floor educabe
County
of
Murray-Calloway
p.m.
Club
Optimist
meet
will
Murray
Parenting Class will meet at 7
unit of Murray-Calloway
tion
- --p.m. in third floor education unit at 6:30 p.m. at Homeplace Family Hospital.
Hospital.
County
Bingo, sponsored by Knights of
---of Murray-Calloway County Restaurant.
---at
p.m.
8
at
meet
will
AA
Columbus,
be
will
7
at
in
p.m.
Hospital.
Chapter of United
Williams
J.N.
Murray Middle School will offer American Legion Building, South Parish Center of St. Leo's Catholic
---will
Confederacy
of
Daughters
Streets.
Maple
and
Sixth
Church.
AA and Al-Anon will have closed an hour-long afterschool class in
Mrs.
of
home
at
p.m.
1:30
at
meet
------meetings at 8 p.m. at Masonic study skills for eighth grade
John Livesay.
Murray Lodge No. 2011 of Loyal
Senior citizens' activities will be
Lodge, 1315 Main St., Benton. For students starting today. For infor---p.m.
7
at
meet
will
Moose
of
Order
at
Dexter
Center
9:30
at
a.m.;
call
mation
753-2590.
information call 759-4059, 762-3399,
Centers will be
Willis
and
Hazel
commitNominating
hall.
at lodge
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel and
753-7764 or 753-7663.
2 p.m. for acto
a.m.
10
from
open
p.m.
6:30
at
meet
will
tee
Willis
from
Centers;
10
3
to
a.m.
Citizens
Senior
Marshall
South
citizens.
senior
by
tivities
---p.m. at Ellis Center.
Murray High School Girls'
will have a country ham breakfast
---Calloway County High School
Junior Varsity and Varsity basketfrom 6 to 9 a.m. at center in Harin Land Between the
Events
ball teams will play at Hickman
din. The cost will be $2.50 per Boys' Varsity and Junior Varsity
Lady Racers will play
Lakes will include Skywalk at 2
basketball teams will play Youngstown at 5:15 p.m. followed
County at 6 p.m.
person.
p.m. at Golden Pond Visitor
Hopkinsville there at 6 p.m.
by Racers and Youngstown at 7:30
---Center.
---Young Farmer and Kirksey
Story Hours wth be at-10:30 a.m.
p.m. in Racer Arena, Murray
---at
Varmeet
will
Boys'
School
Classes
High
Farmer
Murray
Adult
and 3:30 p.m. at Calloway Public.
One newborn admission and
State University.
Printmaking by BFA canVocational
basketball
Area
Varsity
Junior
Murray
and
sity
at
p.m.
7
Library.
12,
Feb.
dismissals for Friday,
---didates Kristina Burton and Cindy
School.
teams will host Graves County at 6
---have been released as follows:
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and
will be on display
Simmons
p.m.
representative
Security
A Social
Newborn admission
Accepted Masons will meet at 7:30
11 in Clara M.
March
through
---West Kentucky Oncology Nurs- will be at Miller Courthouse Annex
Zolfagharbik baby girl, mother,
p.m. at Masonic Temple.
Fine Arts
Doyle
Gallery,
Eagle
Eleanor
and
ing
Brown
Society
meet
will
7
Stephen
at
Dr.
in
p.m.
Wanda Desmond, Rt. 1, Box 206,
froml0a,m-to 12 Room
Murray State University.
Center,
duo-piano
a
present
Basement
Classroom
will
of
2
Brown
Lourdes
be
will
Centers
Tenn.
Buchanan,
Hazel and Willis
---Hospital, Paducah. For informaRetirees of all locals of UAW- recital at 8 p.m. in Farrell Recital open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for acDismissals
masses will be
Wednesday
Ash
Center,
tion
Arts
Fine
call
1-442-1310.
Doyle
Hall,
a
have
will
spouses
and
AFL-CIO
Mrs. Michelle Whitt, E-3 Coach
tivities by senior citizens.
7 p.m. at St.
and
p.m.
12:15
at
---covered dish supper at 5:30 p.m. in Murray State University. Admis---Estates. Murray; Mrs. Editha
Also
Church.
Catholic
Leo's
Purchase
Area
free.
is
Development
sion
Fellowship Hall of Memorial BapWest and baby boy, Rt. 1, Box 60,
Parents Anonymous will meet
at 1
be
will
Study
Group
8
Romans
---District Board of Directors will tist Church,
Water Valley;
at 6 p.m. For information call
Gleason
at
p.m.
7:45
and
p.m.
Chris
5
meet at p.m. at PADD office,
Singer/comedian
Brady 762-6862 or 762-6851.
---Mrs. Nancy Pissino and baby
Hall.
Highway 45 North, Mayfield.
Murray TOPS (take off pounds will perform free at 8 p.m. at Cof
boy, 410 South 12th St., Murray;
---------sensibly) Club will meet at 7 p.m. fee House, Curris Center, Murray
Mrs. Doris Williams, Rt. 2, Box 24,
Friendship Circle of First
Baptist ChitfEh
First
0
Events
University.
State
Recreational
in South Side Manor
Tuesday,Feb. 16
Hazel;
United Methodist Church Women
include Bible Study at 9:45
will
Road.
Glendale
off
located
Office,
Free
Box
7
2,
at
blood
Rt.
Logan
Hall,
Denise
Shanelle
pressure checks will
Miss
will meet with
a.m.; Exercise Class at 10:45
West Kentucky Market Hog p.m.
---be given from 12 noon to 2 p.m. at
98, Wingo; Darryl Ferguson, Rt. 2,
. Youth Handbells and
a_m
be
will
Show
West
at
Kentucky
Murrayof
Express
Health
Murray
Seventh-day Adventist
Box 55, Marion, Ill.; Roy Guthrie,
Supper at 5:30 p.m.;
Fellowship
Calloway County frospital will be Livestock Show and Exposition
Church.
Rt. 1, Fulton;
Prayer breakfast will be at 8:30 Mission Book Study, Youth
with
7
at
Center
weigh-in
a.m.,
at Dexter Senior Citizen Center
---Mrs. Dorothy Kraemer 1615
a.m. at Holiday Inn.
Fellowship and Children's Choirs
Quilt Lovers will meet at 6 p.m. from 9 to 11 a.m. and at State judging at 10 a.m. and show at
Magnolia Dr , Murray; Mrs. Kelly
---at 6:30 p.m.; Adult Choir at 7:45
noon.
at Calloway Public Library.
Parking IAA at Hardin from 12:30
Mayfield aria baby boy, Rt. 1, Box
Wednesday.Feb.11__
p.m.
vipressure,
Blood
p.m.
2:30
to
---215B, Almo;
be
will
services
Wednesday
---Ash
Ladies' Bible Class at Universision, glaucoma and colon cancer
Murray Christian Women's Club
Chasc Redden, Rt. 2, Box 96C,
John's
St.
at
p.m.
Memorial Baptist
7
at
and
a.m.
8
Events
at
ty
Christ
of
Ruth
hear
Church
will
kits will be offered.
will have a luncheon at 12 noon at
Murray; Mrs. Edna Watkins, Rt.
Youth Council
include
Church.
Episcopal
will
Church
Eversmeyer speak at 9:30 a.m. A
---Seven Seas Restaurant. For
1, Box 278, Hardin; Mrs. Connie
meeting,
Prayer
p.m.;
6:30
at
will
follow.
Cancer Support Group will meet potluck luncheon
cancellations call Sherry EdAdams, HC Box 4, New Concord;
Ladies' day events at Oaks
Study, GAs and RAs
Bible
Youth
Murrayof
room
board
in
p.m.
2
at
wards,
753-8034.
Mrs. Eula Garland, Apt. C, Murat 7 p.m.; Sanctuary Choir at 8
Singles' Class of Seventh and Country Club will be bridge with
ray Manor, Murray; Mrs. Patricia
as hostess at 9:30
Wade
Shirley
p.m.
of
havke
Church
will
Poplar
Christ
Johnson, 115 Spruce St., Murray;
a potluck at 6 p.m. in fellowship a.m. and luncheon at 12 noon with
George Fischer, Rt. 2, Box 133,
Events at First United
hall of University Church of Mayrelle Clark and Ruth Caldwell
Buchanan,Tenn.; Mrs. Lola Chadas co-chairmen.
Methodist Church will include
6)
page
from
(Coord
Christ.
Murray;
1028,
wick, Rt. 5, Box
---Covenant. Prayer Group at 10
---Claude Thorn, Rt. 1, Box 82, Almo.
Story Hours will be at 10:30 a.m.
a.m.; Wesley Luncheon at 11:30
Events at First Baptist Church
of
Annex
in
p.m.
3:30
and
a.m.; Youth Club with First ChrisAsh Wednesday will be observed by St. Leo's Catholic Church on
will include Mothers' Day Out at 9
tian as guest at 5 p.m.; Ash
Wednesday, Feb. 17. Masses will be at 12:15 p.m. and 7 p.m. Sr. Mary a.m., Exercise Class at 10:45 a.m. Calloway Public Library.
---Wednesday service at 7:30 p.m.
Anne Yanz, OP., director of religious education, will conducted her and Visitation at 6:45 p.m.
Murrayof
Express
Health
---Group Study of Romans 8 at 1 p.m. and at 7:45 p.m. on Wednesday, both
-Calloway County Hospital will be
Events at First Presbyterian
at Gleason Hall.
Memorial Baptist Church will
at Liberty Savings Bank, SymChurch will include Choir rehearhave a churchwide skating party
at Old
and
a.m.
11
to
9
from
sonia,
sal at 6:30 p.m. and Session
p.m.
8
to
6
from
admission)
(free
BOBBY WOLFF
School_ Yard at Fairdealing from. meethitat./10
- III:::.
West Kentucky Oncology Nursing Society will meet tonight(Monday) -at Circus Skating of Murray..M.1
_
12:30 to 230_p.m. Blood pressure,
at7- pan; in Basement Classroom 2 of Lourdes Hospital, Paducah. The"Why didn't I bid on to a grand program on "Legal Issues for Oncology Nurses" will be presented by
slam?" mused an unhappy South. Roger Perry,
attorney. Two contact hours of continuing education will
Then, as if to punish himself for his be awarded to R.N.s who attend. For more information call 1-442-1310.
timidity, he proceeded to throw
away his small slam.
South won his heart ace and
cashed his diamond ace to get it out
South Marshall Senior Citizens will sponsor a country ham breakfast
of the way. Then he led a club to on Tuesday, Feb. 16, from 6 to 9 p.m. at center in Hardin. The cost will be
dummy's king to discard his low $2.50 per person for ham or sausage, gravy, eggs, homemade biscuits,
spade on dummy's diamond king butter and jelly.
(his only apparent loser). A club
back to his ace brought horrible
news; instead of reaping a reward
Local artists from area high schools are encouraged to enter their
for timid bidding, South paid an exin the annual Purchase/Pennyrile High School Art Exhibition
works
tra penalty for sloppy play.
through March 11 in Curris Center Gallery, Murray State
20
Feb.
South was right about being timid
The exhibit will open with a reception at noon on Saturday,
University.
in the bidding. After North supports
gallery located on the first floor of Curris Center. The exthe
in
20,
Feb.
clubs and promises two kings, only
be sponsored by Marshall County Arts Council the Purwill
hibition
an extreme pessimist could resist
chase/Pennyrile chapter of Kentucky Art Educaton Association and
.the grand slam. However, South
MSU Department of Art. For more information call Dr. Camille
should have played safely for 12
762-3784, or Beverly Ford, 1-527-1453, days, or 1-527-7486,
Douglas,
tricks instead of thinking about his
evenings.
bidding.
After winning the heart lead.
South should cash his diamond ace
,
"A achoo" (sneezes) will be the theme of the Story Hour at Calloway
and then duck a club in both hands.
East wins his club trick premature- County Public Library this week. Story Hours will be at 10:30 a.m. and
ly, and regardless of what East re- 3:30 p.m. on Tuesday and Wednesday in annex of the library. For more
turns, South can manage 12 information or to register a child, call Sandy Linn, program director, at
the library, 753-2288.
winners.
What are the odds against a 4-1
break? It will occur slightly more
than 28 percent of the time,certainJ.N. Williams Chapter of United Daughters of the Confederacy will
ly often enough to justify the sacri- meet Wednesday, Feb. 17, at 1:30 p.m. at the home of Mrs. John J.
fice of a possible 30-point overtrick. Livesay. Mrs. Glen Hodges will be cohostess. Dr. Keith Heim of Murray
2-15-A
NORTH
State University Library will speak about "Confederate Money and
4 10 8 4
Banking." All members are urged to attend, according to Mrs. Ed
J 10 4
Davis, president.
•K 10 7 6 4
•K 5
EAST
WEST
QUALITY PROFESSIONAL DRY CLEANING
•Q 9 7
•J 6 5 2
Mary Ann Orr, Kate Reeves, Sara Raker and
•5 3 2
•9 8 7 6
•Q 5 3
•J 9 8 2
Mon., Tues., & Wed. Special
Miss Spring, Allison Carr.
•J 10 6 3
4
SOUTH
4A K 3
t Suits
•AKQ
/
Two Piece
•
•A
2
7
•A Q 9 8
Vulnerable Both
Dealer: South
The biddingThree Piece
East
North
South West
Pass
2•
Pass
2+
Pass
4+
Pass
3+
Pac
5+
Pass
4 NT
No Limit
Pass
6•
Pass
5 NT
2/17/88
Expiries
Pass
Pass
Pass
6 NT
Opening lead: Heart nine
LEAD WITH THE ACES
Monday,Feb. 15
Theta Department of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at club house.
---Murray Chapter of Professional
Secretaries International will
meet at 5:30 p.m. at Sirloin
Stockade.
---Murray Unit of National Hairdressers will meet at 7 p.m. at
Northwood Beauty Salon.
---Playhouse in the Park will offer
a series of four classes for beginn-

Monday,Feb. 15
ing adult actors at Calloway
Public Library. For information
call 759-1752.

Dismisssals and
baby listed by
hospital -Friday

Tuesday,Feb. 16

diM dalli 1M. OM

DATEBOOK

Services at church Wednesday

THE ACES
ON BRIDGE.

Nursing program is tonight

MS

Breakfast at Hardin Tuesday

Artists entering works here
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Announcing Miss Spring...
Allison Carr

Story Hours at Public Library

UDC Chapter to hear Dr. Heim

•
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$2"
$329

Shirts
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South holds

East
1 NT

HOUR
One
DRY
cLeaneRs

A5
•J 73
•K J 9 2
4 Q 8 73

South
Pass

West
3 NT

North
All pass

ANSWER: Diamond deuce Choose
the stronger minor. Partner needs
less to help develop it.
Send bridge questions to The Aces, PO Rol
121112, Dallas. TPIII 73225. with self-addressed.
stamped envelope for reply

V•P•••••:.

Central Shopping Center
Phone 753-9525

Laundered to perfection. On
hangers or folded. Bring in
before noon for same day
service.

Our annual Miss Spring special section will
be Monday, March 14.
The Murray Ledger & Times advertising staff
is working on it today. If you want to be included in this please call the advertising staff. We
will set up an appointment for a picture of Miss
Spring at your business.

Murray Ledger & Times
1001

Whitnell Ave.

753-1916
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SPORTS

Sitting
pretty

Racers' OVC record improves to 8-1

Murray State uses strong first half
to hold back TSU comeback 78-70

fr

From AP,Staff Reports
NASHVILLE, Tenn. - Murray State went on a
first-half tear and held off a relentless Tennessee
State team to claim a 78-70 win in an Ohio Valley Conference showdown Saturday night.
The win, Murray's fifth road victory in as many
tries, gave the Racers their best conference away
start ever.it also kept the Racers, 8-1 in the OVC and
13-8 overall, a full game in front of second-place
Austin Peay, 7-2 and 12-9. Tennessee State slipped to
3-7 and 10-12.
All-OVC forward Jeff Martin scored 20 of his teamhigh 27 points in the first half to pace MSU to a 40-22
halftime lead.
But the Tigers came storming back in the second
--half, opening the final stanza with nine straight
points to claw back into the ballgame.
TSU's Alburey Doss scored all 13 of his points in
the final 20 minutes to help the Tigers fight their way
back.
Doss pulled the Tigers to within 55-51 on a 3-pointer
with 8:36 left in the game. But Murray State
answered with three straight 3-pointers - two by
Don Mann and one from Terence Brooks - to widen
its gap to 64-51 and put the game out of reach.
"We did what we wanted to do in the first half, but
we had some defensive breakdowns in the second
half," Murray head coach Steve Newton said. "We
didn't control the defensive boards in the second
half."
Murray was outre bounded 36-30, but nailed 29 of 48
shots from the field to pull away during the game's
final eight minutes. The Racers also hit on 12 of 15
free throws, while TSU hit 25 of 66 shots from the
floor and 15 of 18 charity tosses.
Tennessee State's Anthony Mason, the secondleading scorer in Division I basketball, powered in-

Sta

MURRAY ST. 78
TENNESSEE ST.70

I

MURRAli STATE
Martin 11.16 4-4 27, Mann 4-8 2-2 13. Brooks 3-5 1-1 10, King 1-3 2-2 5. MeClat
4-6
1-29, Foster 0-0 2-4 2. S las 3-7 0.06
chey 3-3 0-0 6. Ogden
Totals 29-48 12-15 78
TENNESSEE STATE
Smith 2-9 0-03, Davie 010-00. Brooks 5-10 0-0 11. Dam 11-1t04.1.L.Maaon
10-20 10-12 32, Roper 0.1 2.22. Lester 2-8 3-4 7, Neely 0-1 0-00

Clay '
Court
By Clay

Totals 25-66 15-18 70
Halftime-Murray St 40, Tennessee St 22 3-point goals-Murray 'St.
7.14 (Mann 3-71. Tennessee St 5-15 (Mason 2-5) Fouled out-Mason Re- .
bounds-Murray St 30 'Martin 8. Sas S. Tennessee St 36 (Mason III
Assists-Murray St 22 Sias 5 Mann Si, Tennessee St. 18 (Smith 9, Total
fouls-Murray St 16, Tennessee St 15
Attendance -3,21X)

side to score 21 of his game-high 32 points in the second half to help the Tigers' comeback bid. Ten of his
second-period points came from the free throw line.
"TSU did a good job in the second half," Newton
said. "Their zone gave us some trouble. I'm pleased
we could play a sub-par half and survive. The offensive production we enjoyed in the first half enabled
us to survive. They did a good job against us in the
second half... we had trouble getting the dike
plugged."
Martin also credited the TSU zone for keeping his
scoring in check in the second half.
"I think we just had a letdown in the second half.
We went into halftime with a big lead and we came
back relaxed... too relaxed," he said. "Most of my
points came on back door cuts while they were in a
man-to-man defense. When they went into a zone I
was scoring from in the middle.
"I guess at halftime they made some adjustments
to correct that problem and pushed the zone way out
on us."
(Cont'd on page 9)

Walker

Murray State head coach Steve Newton saw his team's 14-point deficit
slip away Saturday night, but three 3-pointers put the game on ice as the
File photo by David Tuck
Racers downed Tennessee State 78-70.

had dedicated their efforts.
There was no shame in losing, no loss of
honor, but it hurt more because of the way
it happened.
Jansen, paired with Japan's Yasushi
Kuroiwa in the second race of the event,
showed his overaludousness first with a
false start. They lined up again, broke
cleanly, and Jansen spurted to the lead.
Coming around the first turn, however,
Jansen's left skate suddenly gave way and
he sprawled on the ice, crashing hard into
mats alongside the track and taking- out
Kuroiwa with his outstretched legs.
Jansen rose quickly, as if he thought the
race could still go on. When he realized it
was over, he threw his arms in the air, pulled back his hood, then bent over and buried
his face in his hands. He stood there for the

longest moment and finally straightened
up, putting his hands on his head in a
gesture of futility and disbelief.
His sister, Jane Beres, 27, a mother of
three who found out 13 months ago she had
leukemia, was too sick to accompany him
to Calgary. Jansen spoke to her early Sunday, four hours before she died, and hoped
she could watch him vfin a gold medal on
television.
She couldn't hold the telephone so their
parents held it for her.
There was plenty of yahooing as Sweden
routed France, seeded last among the 12
teams in the competition, 13-2 in an opening
round game.
By contrast, fourth-seeded Canada beat
Poland 1-0 in a more-hitting, much less artistic manner.

Law of averages deserts Calloway County in 60-59 loss to Eagles
Staff Report
Sooner or later, the law of
averages is bound to swing over to
the side of the Calloway County
Lakers, CCHS head coach Craig
Morris said after Saturday night's
60-59 loss to the Graves County
Eagles at Jeffrey Gymnasium.
The game, originally ('-alloway's
Homecoming Game, was hastily
swapped around after being snowed out of Friday's regularlyscheduled slot. Calloway's

scheduled Saturday night game at
Christian County was rescheduled
for Monday, Feb. 22.
The rescheduling wasn't the only frenzied feature of the game,
however, as the Lakers leapt out
with a strong start but finished
with a fade.
Calloway led 25-18 after the first
quarter and kept a 42-34 lead at the
intermission.
But in the second half the law of
averages began leaning away

from the Lakers. Calloway,
despite finishing the game with a
21-of-42 showing from the field for
50 percent, canned only four field
goals in the final two quarters of
play.
Graves tied the game at 53 at the
end of the third quarter, but the
Lakers still had the lead with 15
seconds left in the game. Graves
County, after missing five of six
free throws in the fourth quarter,
took advantage of the law of
averages when Chris Wilson sank
two charity shots to give the
Eagles their 60-59 lead.
Calloway had a shot blocked out
of bounds with one second left and
was able to inbound the ball for a
last-second shot that failed.
Morris pointed out that the two
key factors behind the loss was the
lack of field goal shooting in the

second half, coupled with a sudden record by their play against tough
inability to maintain possession of competition. "We are confident
the ball, as the Lakers gave away we can play with anybody," Morsix turnovers on their final 10 ris said.
The loss spoiled a stellar evenpossessions of the game.
"I thought the kids played very ing by Laker forward Corey Wells,
intent for three-and-a-half who led all scorers with 24 points.
quarters," Morris said, at- Wells sank four 3-point shots for
tributing the turnovers partly to Calloway in the game while hitting
physical fatigue and partly to "not eight-of-ten shots from the floor
and all four free throws and haulgrasping hold of the situation."
Situational conflicts aren't new ing down six rebounds.
Fred Jones claimed nine reto the Lakers, he added. "I think
we've been through about every bounds and added 16 points while
situation a team can go through," Chad Stubblefield dished out five
Morris said. "There can't be too assists and scored 10 points.
many more bad things that can
Calloway travels to Hopkinsville
happen to us. Something good has High School Tuesday.
got to happen; the kids have worked too hard for it not to."
Graves 60
Morris added that the Lakers,
Calloway 59
now 8-12, feel they've proven
IC 34 53 60
themselves superior to their (leaves

It's
ToHaw A Friend
With Money. FREE GAS
Hardly anybody
makes it without a
little hell)these days
That's %Ow it's od
to have a friend at
ltanSouth.
--We're -Making moreloans-and bigger
loans- than ever So,
stivhy-and-see us. If
you need money, vo.
could become fast
friends, indeed.
Manhii Burkevi)
.11 TrtitiSmith
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1300 Johnson Boulevard
Murray, KY • '59-494l

Register to win '25 worth
of Full-Serve Gasoline
to be given away every Friday.
0. Does your car ping?
0. Does your car fail to shut off
when ignition is cut off?
0. Does your car fail to perform
up to standards?
If you answered yes to at least
one of these questions you need to try our
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Calgary Olympics open with icy elegance, painful tears
Then they gathered at the new speed
skating arena, hoping to see a world record
fall, and got what they wanted, a
36.45-second sprint by East German JensUwe Mey.
What they also saw, however, was a
tragedy played out on an Olympian stage,
death mingled with defeat for a young man
who had been favored to wiri. Dan Jansen wore a stunned, vacant look
on his face, his watery eyes unfocused,
after rising from a heart-tugging fall on the
first turn of the 500-meter race.
The world sprint champion had hoped to
give the United States its first medal of the
Winter Olympics on Sunday. He wanted
desperately to honor a sister who had died
of leukemia eight hours before and for
whom he, and the other U.S. speed skaters,

tea
me
titli
clic.

MSU on top of
OVC standings
for good reason

013-mpies
CALGARY, Alberta (AP)- It was a day
of elegance on the ice, poetry on the slopes
and deep, painful sadness for an American
who tried too hard.
Frigid, 98 mph winds knocked out the
prestigious downhill on the first full day of
competition at the Winter Olympics on Sunday, but fans were treated to several shimmering performances before disaster
struck in the evening.
They saw the clean, sweet style of the
top-seeded Swedish hockey team and the
soaring grace of "Flying Firm" Matti
Nykanen in the ski jump. They saw a young
Soviet student, Vida Ventsene, win the first
gold medal of the Games in the women's
10-kilometer cross-country ski race and
ruin the comeback of Finland's 1984 triple
gold medalist, Marja-I Aim Kirvesniemi.
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Mirrray Ledger & Times

753-2593

25 42 53 59
(alloway
Graves -- Ellington IV Wilson 12 W'adlington
Mills 6. Thtfrston 6 Heath 4 M Mills 2
It.
Raley 0. Dick 0
Calloway - Wells 24, lone. 16. Stubblefield 10
Newton 5, Campbell 4. Armstrong 0. Rued° 0
Field goals - Graves 18-41. Calloway 21-42
Free thrown - Graves 24-34, Calloway 13 17 Re
bounds - Graves 17, Calloway 24
Records - Graves 171. Calloway it 12

A close look at Murray State's'
-iWt basketball Wan reveall
upi
the real reason why it is sitting at
7-1 in the Ohio Valley Conference
after being picked fifth in the
preseason coaches poll.
The Racers are the hardest
working and simply best team in
the league.
The reason why the Racers will
stay at No. 1, however, is a little
deeper than that.
Heading into the 1987-88 campaign, everyone knew that Racer
juniors Jeff Martin and Don Mann
could hold their own with any
team in the league, but the MSU
depth was a big question mark.
Now, with Mann and Martin enjoying stellar years, it's an exlamation point.
Chris Ogden, Murray's 6-7
sophomore forward led the team
with a 7.6 rebounds per game
average going into Saturday's
78-70 win over Tennessee State. He
was averaging 7.6 points.
Mann has been relieved a great
deal by the steady and sometimes
brilliant play of freshman Paul
King and junior Terence Brooks.
King went into Nashville averaging 5.9 points per game, but it's
really not so much his quantity of
points that counts - it's the quality. King is hitting better than 60
percent from 3-point range and
seems to be at his best in tough
road games.
Brooks, meanwhile was scoring
six points a contest before his
10-point performance at TSU, that
coming off the bench.
Perhaps the Racers' most improvement from last year's 13-15
team can be found at the center
position. Robert McClatchey is
back, but in a reserve role. Senior
Carl Sias, in his last year of
eligibility after a two-year tour
with the U.S. Army, is scoring 8.3
points a game. McClatchey has
adjusted to the reserve role with
maturity, coming off the bench for
six points Saturday.
Then there is Martin, who has
been around 27 points a game all
season and ranks fifth in scoring in
the nation. He is also good for
about 6.5 rebounds a game. The
Cherry Valley, Ark., product
reached another milestone by
breaking the 1,500-point barrier
Saturday night.
Mann, meanwhile fought back
from a seven-game suspension to
open the season and has put the
Racers in first place with great
passing and clutch shooting. The
5-8 guard leads the OVC in assists
(80 after 14 games 1 and is scoring
just under 18 points a game.
Forward Linzie Foster and
guard Lorenzo Doyle, who has
since been booted off the team for
further disciplinary reasons, were
also suspended to open the year.
Martin thinks that adversity forced the Racers into growing up early and the dividends are beginning
to show.
"I think that Don's suspension
((ont'd on page 9)

WHY WAIT
FOR YOUR
11116'- TAX REFUND
Po ,00,
0
WHEN YOU CAN
GETYOUR MONEY FAST!
Use Haat Block's Rapid Refund Program.
It's available whether H&R Block prepares
your tax return or not_
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Sitting pretty...
(Cont'd from page 8)
had a lot to do with it (maturity),"
Martin said. "It forced guys into
playing well early and they grew
up fast."
While the Racers are clearly the
team to beat, MSU has by no
means wrapped up its eighth OVC
title, but its final five games indicate that it will.
The Racers host Youngstown
State tonight. The Penguins are

day. The Colonels dropped an 87-75
decision at Middle Tennessee Friday night, but battled Murray
tough before the Racers escaped
with a 95-84 win in front 01a national audience on ESPN.
The Racers return home to host
Tennessee Tech Saturday, Feb. 27.
That contest has been moved from
its normal 7:30 p.m. starting time
to 12:30 p.m. to accomodate
WPSD-TV's bandwagon coverage.
The Racers escaped the Golden
Eagles and superstar Earl Wise
67-64 in Cookeville earlier in the
season and should repeat in Racer
Arena.
Middle Tennessee, which will
visit APSU on the 27th, closes both
teams' conference season and the
game could decide first place in
the conference. If MSU beats
Eastern, which I think it will, and

buried at 2-6 in the OVC and 7-14
overall. Only hapless Morehead
State, 0-10 and 4-17, stand between
YSU and the conference cellar. If
Murray State drops tonight's contest, which should be in front of no
less than 5,000 fans, it would be the
conference upset of the year.
After the Racers put the
Penguins on ice, they visit
Morehead State on Saturday and
5-3 Eastern Kentucky next Mon.

Murray State uses...
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(Cont'd from page 8)
The zone didn't keep Murray's
outside game from responding
however. Mann had 13 points and
five assist and Brooks came in off
the bench to chip in 10 more points
-as the MSU depth was a factor for
the second straight road game.
Back-up center Robert McClatchey came in for six points.
McClatchey helped the Racers
establish their halftime bulge with
a over-the-head basket on a fast
break in the closing seconds.

Then, with no time on the clock,
Brooks sank a pair of free throws.
Martin credits MSU's surprising
road start to confidence and good,
hard wdrk.
"I think that you have to have
confidence and a lot of mental concentration," Martin said. "When
we're on the road, we concentrate
even more.
"It's maturity and good work
habits."
TUe Racers host Youngstown
State, 2-6 and 7-14, tonight at 7:30.

Staff Report

Team balance and individual
talent were each recognized Saturday night in Nashville, Tenn. as
the Murray State University Lady
Racers cruised to an 40-point
blowout over OVC foe Tennessee
State University, winning 96-56.
Four Lady Racers scored over
15 points, including game-high
scorer Sheila Smith, who bucketed
19 points to hurdle past the 1,500
career point milestone.
Smith, a 5-10 junior guard from
Memphis, Tenn., connected on
eight of 17 shots from the floor and
three of four free throws during
-the contest.
Her efforts were balanced by
teammates Karen Johnson,
Michelle Wenning and reserve forward Tavmya Pierce, each of
whom scored 16 points or more as
the Lady Racers improved their
overall record to 17-5 and their
OVC slate to 6-3.
TSU fell to 0-10 in the conference
and 0-19 overall.
Johnson, a 6-0 sophomore guard,
added 17 points to the Lady Racer
totals while Wenning, a 6-2
freshman center, scored 16.
Pierce, a 6-0 freshman forward,
notched career highs in scoring
and rebounding for the Lady
Racers, coming off the bench to

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
YOUR MORE THAN ONE COMPANY AGENCY
753-8355

901 SYCAMORE

Basketball
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W
L Pct. GB
34 15
Boston
694
457 11%
21 25
Philadelphia
400 14
18 27
Washington
17 29
New York
370 15%
New Jersey
250 21%
12 38

And a hard-earned one, but the
blue-collar Racers have shown
that they're not ones to shy away
from hard work.

Atlanta
Detroit
Chicago
Indiana
Milwaukee
Cleveland

Central Division
32 16
29 16
28 21
2522
23 22
2324

667
644
571
532
511
.510

6%,

The Top Twenty teams in the Associated
Press' college basketball poll, with fireplace votes in parentheses, total points based on 20.1 9-1 8-1 7-1 6-1 5.1 4-1 3-1 2-1 1104-8-7-6-5-4-3.2-1. records through Feb. 14
and last week's ranking
Record Pt, Piro
20-1 1141
1 Temple 28
1
20- 2 1118
2.Purdue i 12
2
3
23- 2 1086
3.Arlsona i 10,
4
22- 2 1069
4.0klahoma IOd
5.North Carolina
18- 3 879 8
8
18- 3 860
11.Duke
825
7.Brigham Young
8
19- 1
5
17- 3 777
8.Pittsburgh
18- 3 746 10
9.Kentucky
1474 12
4

LEXINGTON,.Ky.(AP)- It wasn't the typical tough game that
Kentucky usually encounters with Alabama.
The 10th-ranked Wildcats, led by Winston Bennett's 25 points and
Ed Davender's career-high 10 assists, rolled to an easy 82-68 victory
Saturday over Alabama in the Southeastern Conference game.
"Some games like this you get to relax and have fun," said Kentucky's Rex Chapman, who finished with 17 points and four assists.
RALEIGH, N.C. (AP) - When Chucky Brown and Charles
Shackleford play well, North Carolina State expects to play well.
Brown and Shackleford hit 11 of the 12 shots they took in the first half
against Louisville, and Shackleford hit his first seven. Throw in 12
points from Vinny Del Negro on five of six field goals and it eventually added up to a 101 triumph over Louisville on Saturday.

WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
L Pct.
W
338
30 17
Dallas
609
28 18
Houston
NM
28 19
Denver
489
23 24
Utah
409
18 241
San Antonio
326
15 31
Sacramento
Pacific Division
809
38
9
L A Lakers
609
28 18
Portland
642
26 22
Seattle
326
15 31
Phoenix
267
12 33
Golden State
11 35
239
L.A Clippers

21 3
578
IS. 6
471
17 6
389
16 5
371
16-5
288
16-5
286
16-4
233
16-6
194
5
170
117
20-3

11.Nev.-Las Vegas
12.Syracuse
111.lowit
14.N. Carolina St.
15.111ssour1
16.Vanderbilt
17 Bradley
18.Georgetown
19.Wyoming
20.Loyola,

GB
1%
2
7
10%
14%

91,4
12%
22%
25
28%

7
11
13
16
17
15

.11

18
-

Others receiving votes: Kansas St. 85.
Southern MethotWit 34, Georgia Tech 28.
Xavier, Ohio 24. Cal-Santa Barbara 23: Indiana 21; Florida 19; Florida St. 18; Rhode
Island 17; Illinois 16:'Vnlanova 13; Boise St
9. Utah St 7, Arkansas 5. Texas-El Paso 5.
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VHS VCR With Infrared

Remote Control

Lady Racers
finish second
in MTSU meet

you

Wireless
nt timer, 107rector's chair. 14-day/6-evetuner.
#16-507
-compatible
channel cable

PRO-2021 by Realistic

Low As $15
Per Month •

Save19995
920 fire, air, trains

Remote
oattertes ext,a

VCR Multiplying System

60-Ch. Cable Converter

Staff Report

200-Channel Programmable Scanner

Model 18 by Realistic'

Save 920
s
95 3F4r95
1mil imil "Pa'
1 1 1 1 1.1.1.control
1 remote
.
in the diputs

Track

The Murray State Uruversity
Lady Racers track team notched
two school records Saturday while
claiming second place in the sixteam Middle Tennessee State
University Invitational in Murfreesboro, Tenn.
Diane Woodside chalked up two
first-place finishes for Murray, including a school record-setting
leap of 38'1-4" in the triple jump,
shattering the old MSU mark by
nearly four feet.
Tracy Guard placed fifth in the
triple jump, but her jump would
have set the new school mark if
not for Woodside's winning leap.
Woodside also placed first in the
shot put with a 401" toss, was second in the hurdles, fourth in the
high jump and fifth in the long
Jump.
Jenille Kelly set the other school
record, posting a time of 26.54 and
taking fifth in the 200-meter dash.
Nina Funderburk claimed the
team's other first-place finish in
the 800-meter run.
In other results, Kelly was third
in the high jump and Jackie Murzynowski was second in the
3000-meter run and fourth in the
mile run while Kathy Muehler was
third in the 3000 and sixth in the
mile.
Ann Hinds was third in the shot
put, Amy Anderson finished fifth
in the high jump, Kim Koehler
was sixth in the long jump and
Sharon Smith was sixth in the high
Jump.
The Lady Racers finished second in the field, trailing host Middle Tennessee 111-86. Alabama
MM finished third at 79.
In men's track and field action
Saturday at Arkansas State, Lee
Golden led the Racers with a third.
place finish in the 55-meter
hurdles.
Calvin Turnley was fourth in the
55-meter dash and Steve Whistler
fifth in the shot-put, while Rolando
Green placed fifth in the triple
jump and eighth in the long jump
The Lady Racers will compete
at the University of Illinois Saturday, with 11 team members
reaching qualifying standards.
The Racers will compete Friday
at Eastern Illinois and Saturday at
Illinois

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY

Wildcats win, Cardinals lose

connect on four of seven shots
from the floor and eight of nine
free throws for 16 points while
sweeping the boards for a teamhigh nine rebounds.
The Lady Racers hit 36-of-68
from the field and outrebounded
Tennessee State 50-36.
The Lady Racers host
Youngstown State tonight at 5:15
p.m.

PAGE to

SCOREBOARD

Austin Peay beats the Blue
Raiders, which I think it will, then
Murray will be looking at no worse
than a tie for first.
The Racers downed MTSC 70-67
in Murfreesboro.
I don't think the Racers will
hay,e to worry about a tie,
however, and neither do they.
And, losing the conference in the
final stretch is out of the question.
"It would be disappointing,
especially after leading the whole
way," Martin says."But we're not
worried about that. We want to
win it and play the tournament in
Murray. That would be a big
advantage."

Regional hoops

Lady Racers cruise past TSU
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By Archer

37:15

Low As $15 Per Month•

Listen in on police,
and more-no crystals to buy! As
easy to use as a phone. #20-113

Big-Button Telephone

Save 25% Off
*30
5 Reg.

By Archer4
ki*

79.95
with every TV
Reg.119.95
Share a single VCRtransmitter,
reWith
house!
direct-access in the
wire
connecting
With infrared remote,#15-1285
and
ceiver, cables
and up/down tuning.
#15-1953
extra

8995

Stereo Receiver
Digital-Synthesized AM/FM

Cut 960
Reg.
9m
%11 399.95

239

Low As $15 Per

Month•

quality
Stereo Expander for "live#31-3006
Six FM/six AM presets.

laleMism MIS 10•110awa
IMI Welts Pie Cliseeel,
Cm 7115
ealle as Mere Iles•
Frew 21-111.10

Walnut- mish Speaker
Auto-Reverse Cassette MC-800 by Realistic
5-Band
Equalizer
Reg.

95 149.95
Save
*50
features, small price! Has 24'
Month•
Low As $15 Per

Big
#12-1930
watts total power In dash

HALF PRICE

37% Off

3495

88
18
Batteries Flog. ,

1991

39900

Color

Type
D
C

AA
9V
AAA
N

Cat. No. Reg. Sale
23-580 .59 .29
23-581
23-582

23-583
23-584
23-585

.59
.39

.29

.19
.99 I .49
.39 I 19
.35 .17

\zoom
l_-----717'

Off

i•
1295
'1 :''':'
•'
Reg. 17.95
Hear 24-hr Weather Service
info on 182.4. 162.475 or
162.55 MHz. #12-181 Battery @Kira

Reg. Separate
Items 499.90
Low As $20 Per Month •

tell you that
Actually phones you to1143-387
call.
a
it has received

,

Ideal

for budgetin= processing or just

plain tun! 426-321

.
Video Cassette Tape
12-Ft. Coiled Phone
R TAPE' by Realist,,
iPE
ll
(
Handset Cords

By Radio Shack

HALF
V,f,"
e'llific.":strf? , PRICE
'0140(eqiio

4trzw,,r,z,,;:.",,,

Off
99

33%
.-----

3

cot
•00
,4,''''
••••••

at No.Reg. Sale
White 279-306 4.95 2.47
Almond 279-307 4.95 2.47
Beige 279-308 4.95 2.47
Brown 279-309 4.95 2.47

Color

,

Reg

Each 5'99
VHS T-120
#44-400
Beta L-750
#44-475

Check Your Phone Book for the native /leek Store or Dealer Nearest You
'SWITCHABLE TOUCH TONE/PULSE phones work on both tone and pulse ones Therefore In areas haying onty poise irOtary (bah ones you tan shll use
senores requiring tones She the new long distance systems and tOmtatented *notes FCC registered NM tor party lines We service what we MN
PRICES APPI.Y AT

PARTICIPATING STORES AND DEALERS

v

SIONOPININ11101

tfit\

GI a

Save 90090

11_11_R7

Month•
Low As $tS Per

28%

"U." •••••"--

•IBM • PC-COmpatible, with CM-5 Color
Monitor and Personal DeskMate 2
•PFS:Professional File and Write Software

Tandy Color Computer 3""
With Color Monitor

_

I 2 HALF
lila I PRICE

6151MMilini

PFS/TM Software Publishing IBM/Fing TM IBM

Save *60
3995
20%
95
Off Reg. 49.95 139
Reg. 199.95

By Realistic

Tandy
1000 TX

Low As $65 Per Month •

Trim-Fone by Radio

Weatheradlo• Cube

Tops for taxes! With fluorescent display, 4-key memory. #65-960

Save 129900
$59795
Reg. Separate Items 1896.95

#40-1975

"•
"

extra

OM... MOW

29.95

Tandy 1000 TX With Color
Monitor and PFS Software

Answerer
e Auto-Call DUCiFONE`
Auto-Dialing Telephon
TAD -260 by
Shack

ENERCELL' Batteries

EC-2010 by Radio Shack

0251023/1222/1600

Reg
39.95
Has 6'8" woofer for
deep bass, 2' cone
tweeter 13'12" high

Twenty-number memory
Lighted keypad. Tone/
pulse' dialing. White or
brown #43-537/538

Desktop Calculator

4
3
Cut 30/

Reg.49.95
You can't miss! Tone/
pulse'(Sang. #43-344

Remote battery

......
......
...
...

Over 23,000 Frequencies

By Radio Shack

599

STA-2280 by Realistics

IP

• R9(191 ShaO,

redo

car

1000°0N '15o^wcnuni t)414.1,

Pocket Recorder
Micro-25 by Realistic

CUt Rol
995

de

ii

120

I.

7995
Starts recording
when you
speak, stops
when you do
114-1040 13snenss extra

Smoke Alarm

By SAFE-HOUSP

Cut
4TV0

ill. .6.5
795.
Why take chances with
"budget" detectors? Reitable ionization type 049-457

Most Major
Credit Cards
Welcome
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Vandal sentenced
to guard machine

SIU limits freshmen it will take
The number of Illinois high
CARBONDALE,
go to in-state colleges in
to
wanting
school seniors
their home state is increasingly. But many of them are
finding the registrar's office doors closed.
Faced with increasing freshman applications, coupled with tighter budgets, some colleges have put a
cap on the number of students they will admit as
freshmen.
Southern Illinois University at Carbondale, looking
at a 20 percent jump in freshman applications and a
record fall 1987 enrollment, has announced it will not
accept freshman applications after April 1.
The enrollment cap was set at SIU-C in an effort to
avoid overcrowding, said B. Kirby Browning, director
of the school's Office of Admissions and Records.
This is the earliest S1U-C has closed fall enrollment,
and only the second time in the school's history that
the measure was taken. Admission was closed early
for the summer and fall semesters in 1976.
Last fall, 3,444 new freshmen enrolled at SUI-C,

Aaseeialed Press

private medical bill in the amount
of $129.
It's such a small amount compared to the national debt. Why not
keep it?
CADET, COLORADO SPRINGS
DEAR CADET: You can't be
serious. If you are saying,"The
national debt is so horrendous,
another $129 won't make much
difference," it's true, but that's
not the issue. '"o compromise
your "honor" for any amount of
money should be contrary to
your principles and, therefore,
out of the question.
***

DEAR ABBY: In August 1969, I
enrolled my daughter, Sandy,in the
University of Maryland at College
Park. (It happens to be my alma

4

accepted to several other fine
colleges, Maryland was her first
choice.
When we arrived, I was dumbfounded to learn that my daughter
had been assigned living quarters
with three other girls in half of a
trailer - the other half was going
to be occupied by four young men!
Well, I charged up to the office of
the dean in charge of housing and
asked why my daughter was not
assigned to one of the dorms. He
told me they were all filled - then
a lecture on the "advantages" of
trailer life on campus followed. He
stated that his own daughter was
going to live in one, whereupon I
said, "Mister, you can aid in the
corruption of your daughter if you
want to, but I'll be damned if you're
going to corrupt mine!" Then I
demanded that he refund my money
for room and board. He did.
That afternoon we found a lovely
apartment in the home of a very
nice woman who offered Sandy the
run of her home.(She was the only
student in the house.)
Abby, when more people stand up
and tell these liberal idiots that they
are not going to tolerate this kind of
thing in our institutions of higher
learning, the moral climate will
change.
If you use my letter, please use my
full name. I do not write anonymous
letters.
COL BENJAMIN S.
SILVER (RET.),
GATESVILLE, TEXAS

THE FAR SIDE

She's not
getting older,
she's getting
better!
STORE fixturers, dector mirrors, display
mirror, glass shelving,
earring holders, purse
holders, display cases
and stands. Made to
spec. M&G Complete
Glass Co., Dixieland
Shopping Center, phone
502-753-0180.
THE Gold Nugget,
south side of square,
Mayfield, Ky. 247-6762.
Diamonds, black hills
gold, 14kt. gold chains
"We sell for less!" "We
guarantee it." Jimmy
Thompson Jeweler.

By GARY LARSON

41,4r.
-8661

2-05

THE

ABiSOLUTE
_
FOCUS OF NTF___9N
C11417
2410LE
1
/
11

Nappy Birthday
Look Who's
5 Today,
Love, Mommy
Daddy & David
TRANSFER your 8MM
home movies to video
tape. $3.50 per 50 ft.
reel, tape included.
Free pick-up and delivery. Call Donna Darnell, Video Production
Specialties 7599246.
WE have special prices
on coffee mugs, summer caps, pens, yardsticks. bumper stickers,
calendars and many
other advertising
specialty items. Contact
Jim & Helen Cain at
(502) 759-1602. "You feel
no pain when you buy
from Cain."
FOR Stanley home
products call Martha
Hutchens, 435-4322. Ask
about specials with free
Valentine gift.
GLASS repair and replacement work for
home, business and
auto. Window glass,
plate glass, insulated
glass, tempered safety
glass, plexiglass,
mirrors, glass table
tops amd shelving.
Also, storm 'windows
and doors repaired.
Patio door glass, store
fronts. M&G Complete
Glass Co., phone
502-753-0180.
'HOW would you like to
get shoes for the family
that are guaranteed for
customer satisfaction?
You need Mason shoes.
Over 400 styles for men,
women & children. Call
your local Mason shoe
dealer 753-4022 from
7a.m.-9p.m.
NEED" temporary or
permanent office help?
Let Offices Extras help
you find the most
qualified person for the
job. Call (502) 753-5650.

-free local claim service"

'11132311111M_____

Miller's 1 2 1
Mini Storage

YOU 5A1P7NEVER
PUT OFF UNTIL
TOMORROW
WHAT tr'00
CAN PO
TODAY"

Located on 121 By Pass
753-67124 or 753-6855
after 5 p.m

Gargoyle socks

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 "Growing

-"
6 Bravery
11 Hurry

THEY GET SENT
TO OFFICERS'
TRAINING
SCHOOL

12 Cooked
slovAy
14 Hosp. rm
15 Mop
17 Reject
18 Priest's
vestment
20 Strainer
23 Offspring
24 Part in play
26 Smallest
• number
28 Concerning
29 Fish from
moving boat
31 Locate
33 Pedal digits
35N.J
basketballers
36 High regard
39 Baseball's
Pete, at sti

acq

oritk
IBLONDIE
ciAG ?

les wrn4

Alt-GER HER9

42 Early morn

43 Worn away
45 Actual
46 Fruit seed
48 Bog down
50 Attempt
51 Man's name
53 Wading bird
55 Neon symbol
56 Sags
59 Seesaw
61 Church
official
d
62
DOWN
Reception

room
2 Equally
3 Possessive
pronoun
4 Rather's forte
5 Slow-moving
animal
6 Versus abbr
7 Near
8 Unit of

Answer to Previous Puzzle
TALE ma
ADAR
AG
IRON
BUT A
NEB
GUAR
ET
TAP
ARES
ER
ASIA
AREA
R
DRIP
ELECT
SIDLES
SPL I
YALE
IN
SEW' P1 LO UA C
PORE MIU
TSAR
L A
PANE
PEA
PEA
AE
MUSS
ALEG PAR
SIR

La

SMLL

Bulgarian

16 Spelling
contests
19 Blemishes
21 Useless
22 Chemical
compound
25 Run away to
be married
3
2
1
27 Instructor
i0
9
6 sr
. 5
30 Looks
12
1
conde
'
scending
32 Item of
III
Id
111
ill
property
14
34 Highlander
ilillmill
36 Swift
ill
i
Id
16
37 Fugitive from
•
Soviet Russia
28
24
38 Peter or Ivan
dUUUdUU 40 Merited
illUUUil
41 Craftier
44 Make happy
47 Instrument
49 Hold on
property
52 Land
measure

HI sekio 1-41CO GO To Thie

lirS SOUND

.1404,11A
4
:

4

UUUUU

404
10
4
#

•m
•

ffl7
,
,US
)
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2-16
THE PHANTOM

Mill

Currency

9 is in debt
10 Sharp reply
11 Vital organ
13 Recipient of
gift

UUUUN
•
iir

IIlaIIIII

JAI• iiiuui" 111uu 54 Condficted
ill Milli iiii Mill
dIUill
illUUi
id
WWI WI
M
hUh
N

57 Hebrew letter
58 Grad -to-be
60 Tellurium
symbol
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Pizza

Jerry McConnell
'Insurance
753-4199

BEETLE, PO YOU KNOW
WHAT HAPPENS TO
PEOPLE WHO PON'T
USE THEIR BRAINS
OR MUSCLES?

9.

1
2

No Age limit to apply.
If your present policy
is over 5 years old, it
may not cover some
newer
the
of
treatments such as
chemotherapy. For
free information call

EVERWROINi4 WOOltsiG
AT ME I 1M11!

TAKING
YOUR
ADVICE

Notice

for

CANCER
INSURANCE

121:1311

GARCIELP, YOL3 JUST HAP YOUR
MORNING NAP. WHAT ARE YOU
POING SACK IN SEP?

2

Buffet

By Abigail Van Buren

I'LL DRINK
TO THAT!

Notice

1
2

Perplexed Young
Mother Wonders
What's in a Name

0 1101 United F***.**

2

Pizza Villa

h

NOTHING THAT5 GOING
ON IN THE WORLD
TODAY 15 MY FAULT!

an

CHARIZSTON, W.Va. - A city 2
Notice
ordered a man convicted of
hoz
a newspaper vending
toguardihe new machine each nigh.
1)arc‘
or the next month.
Christopher A. Jones, 25, was con.
victed Thursday Cl the destruction of
a downtown newspaper vending hoz
last month.
blimicipal Judge Jay Goldman fined
for
Jones $500 and ordered him to pay
BM restitution. However, Goldman
waived the fine with the unikestsndleg that Jones guard the new boir
ban 7 p.m. until 3 a.rn. each night for NIondas 11 a.m.• Noun
)days.
"I felt we needed somebody to & Nights 5 p.m.-9 p.m.
guard it so it (vandalism) wouldn'
Open
happen aga"Golchnan said.
7 Days a eek
7534900
Free Delnem 4ter 5 p.m.
mater.) Although Sandy had been

pushing the total freshman class size up to 5,602, and
total fall enrollment to a record 25,245. That record
number of freshmen faced overcrowding in first-year
English, math and science classes, as well as an oncampus housing shortage, Browning said.
Browning said he hopes the university will be able
to limit the number of new freshmen this fall to 3,500.
SW-C has already received more than 11,000 freshman
applications so far this year. That's more than 20
percent above last year's total. The university accepts
about 80 percent of the applicants, and usually only
about 35 percent attend SIU.
Students who apply after the April 1 deadline will
be placed on a waiting list, and qualified students will
be admitted later if space becomes available, Browning said. Those students will be encouraged to begin at
a community college and re-apply in the spring.
Browning said transfer students and students
programs will not be affected by
p new
tte
e.us
date.
offamp
w cutoff
ding

DEAR NAME: You don't menDEAR ABBY: I am eight months
pregnant with my first child. I'm 22 tion Boyd's family. Do they
years old and confused about what know about the baby? If not, it's
name to give it. Here's my problem: only fair to tell them. That child
I found out I was pregnant the day will be their son's, too - and
after my boyfriend (the baby's now that he's gone, his child
father) was killed in a motorcycle may mean even more to them.
accident. "Boyd" was an only child. You and your family should
My own father says if I have a confer with Boyd's family, then
boy he wants me to give my child do whatever you think is best
out last name to carry on the family for your baby. Good luck, and
name. I have a brother who is may God bless you both.
married (no children) and in case he
*•*
doesn't have a son, my father wants
to make sure our family name is
perpetuated.
DEAR ABBY: As a cadet at the
I am stumped. I want to please my U.S. Air Force Academy, I am
boyfriend (rest his soul), but I want expected to live honorably by "duty,
also to please my father. He has honor and country."
promised to give my child everyNow I have a question about
thing it (boy or girl) needs for that ethics. I have a choice between $129
child's future.
and honor. My dilemma is due to the
Help me decide, please.
fact that the Air Force Academy
WHIeli NAME compensated me twice for the same
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Open 7 Ihis Seek
II a.m.-Noon Buffet
753-0900
Fr', Deliiro after 3 p.ni

11

NEW credit cards- No
one refused! Major
credit cards and more.
Get your card today!
Call 1-518-459-3734 Ext.
C-973, 24Hrs.

Lost and Found

5.

FOUND Bicycle near
Calloway Ave. and 16th
St. SS 4 493-84-6551. Must
describe. 753-2708 after
4P.M.

LOST
Gold Signet ring. Init.

*1••=1

"8" engraved. Reward
offered 753-8040.
753-3050 after 6 p.m.
Help Wanted

6.

BABYSITTER needed
in my home or yours. 2
days per week. References required. 7594937.
GREENHOUSE grower/
manager: Career opportunity in growing quality
bedding plants, perrenials, chrysanthemum,
and pointsettia. Candidates will have
knowledge in crop production, and be willing to
work with others. Send
resume and salary his
tory to: P.O. Box 862,
Murray, Ky. 42071.
NEED a job? 4 openings
now. You may qualify
if: (1)you do not have
GED or your high
school diploma, (2) you
have been out of school
9 months or more, (3)
you are between ages 16
& 21. We are a EOE.
This project is funded
by the Western_
Private I ndirstry
Council- JTPA. Call
J.T.P.A. Out Of School
753-9378 between 8.3012:005 days a week.
NOW accepting applications for CMA's
(certified medication
aide) for Marshall
County Hospitals Long
Term Care Facility.
Submit application to,
Personnel, Marshall
County Hospital, 503
Geo McClain Drive,
Benton, Kentucky 42025.
WAITRESS wanted.
Part-time evenings and
weekends. Call for appointment 759-1044, if no
answer 436-5496.
WANTED: Ex
perienced early morn753-8656 or
ing cook
753 3847.
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Career
Opportunities
Bennett & Assoc.
will be adding two
salespeople to their
staff - No overtravel.
night
Business experience
preferred, but not

necessary. Excellent
training program good benefits. Successful candidate
can expect to earn

AMIN

$25,000-$40,000.

Saind r•surne to:
P.O. Box 509
Murray, Ky. 42071

foi

sp

dc

nc

0 WANTED Journeyman
job shop machinist 1

years experience re
squired, none other neeg
apply Benefits include
top wages, paid
vacations, holidays and
insurance Apply at
Mayfield Machine &
Tool, Hwy. 45 South.
Mayfield, Ky; 2470501.
WANTED license real
estate people Full time
or part time. Full time
$600 per month base
plus commission. Part
time base plus cam
mission. Call 901 232
8211 Friday and Satur
day 11A M 3P M , Mr
Moore
WE need experienced
telemarketers calling
from home in and
around the Murray
area Call 502 412 6051
between 9A M 2P M
only

9

AMMON

Situation Wanted

CHILDCARE in Har
din Exper.ienceo, car
frig and dependable
Meals and snacks fur
nished Have openings
Call me at 137 4678
rXPERIENCED
childcare services in
Meals and
Aurora
snacks provided Mon
day through Friday
Call 474 1253
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CLASSIFIEDS
9. Situation

Wanted

16. Home Furnishings

I will keep and care for DINNETTE set with 4
a lady in my home in chairs, $75. 759 4554
Hazel. Experienced.
Good references. 492
19. Farm Equipment
8510.
1
4400 JOHN Deere
WOULD YOU LIKE TO
COME HOME TO A combine, 4 row corn
CLEAN HOUSE? Will header, 13' grain table,
also do ironing. Have good condition. 435-4281.
5000 FORD tractor,
references. 753-4339.
10'8'' Krause wheel
disc, 4-14 MF plow, 7'JD
10. Business Opportunity
chisel plow. 753-5463 or
BODY toning exercise
753-0144.
machines, 1 set of 5,
excellent condition, 20. Sports Equipment
very reasonably priced.
SHOTGUNS
3'
314-264-4104 after 8P.M.
PRINTED caps, T's, Magnum Mossburg,
sweats, golf shirts, camouflaged painted
jackets. Also, com- with sling, 2 barrels, 32"
puterized embroidery. full and 28", S170Faye's, 514 Main, 753- excellent condition.
Also, Remmington 1100,
7743.
excellent condition,
$210. Call 753-9817 after
1 1 . Instruction
4P.M.
LEARN TO DRIVE

22. Musical

TRACTOR-TRAILED,

7 PIECE pearl drum sef
complete with zildjian
cymbal and cases.
$2200. 753-5330
rLECTRIC guitar,
good for beginners.
753-4031.

•No wpwience
needed,
•We train men
and INOMen
•DOT Certification
•full or pet-time
training
•Placement Dept
•Financial Aid
Available

65
•11 -

III ll

24. Miscellaneous

ALLA/4CE

- MOS BOOKCASE headboard
Mier= waterbed, queen size.
Also, 1957 Chevy
pickup, 350 engine. 7591-800-334-1203
9422.
CHAIN saw bars 20" for
Homelite, Stihl and
McCullouh saws, $29.99.
Wallin Hardware,
Paris, Tn.
FIREWOOD for sale.
437-4667.
FIREWOOD for sale.
TRAVEL AGENT
Also, tree removing. 30
TOUR GUIDE
years experience. 436AIRLINE RESERVATIONIST
2758 or 436-2562.
Start locally, full time/part
FIREWOOD for sale,
time Train on live airline
$25 a rick delivered.
study
and
computers. Home
474-8064.
_
resident trailing. Financial
FOR sale- used
furniture- couches;
aid available. Job placement
chairs; beds; dressers;
assistance. National Hdqtrs.
chest; bedroom suites;
Lighthouse Pt, FL.
tables and chairs;
ACT. TRAVEL SCHOOL
school desk; pots and
pans; dishes; used apAccredited momber NHSC
pliances; refrigerators;
ranges; washers,
dryers; freezers; color
14. Want to Buy
Tv's; blankets and
WANTED to buy stand- quilts. George Hodge
ing timber, large or and Sons, Dixieland
small tracts. Call any- Shopping Center,
time 901-498-8757.
Phone- 753-4669.
GO-carts, go-carts.
15. Articles for Sale
5-8HP. Stokes Tractor,
CAMOFLAGE army Industrial Road.
pants and jackets; HAMMOND electric
army boots; insulated organ, $300. Yamaha
coveralls; Walker work guitar, $50. Fake fur
boots; and Herman coat, size 8 petite, $50.
Survivors. Jerry's 753-4978.
Sporting Goods, 6th and LARGE, large, large
Wlanut, Mayfield.
selection of storage
buildings in stock for
16. Home Furnishings
immediate delivery.
DUNCAN Phyfe table Acree Portable
with 4 chairs, good Buildings, Mayfield,
condition, $150. 753-6529.
Ky. 502-247-7831.
HIDE -A -BED couch, MARTIN houses good condition, $50 or room, $19.99; 12 room,
best offer. 753-6529.
$29.99; 18 room, $44.99;
WHITE French Pro- 24 room, $59.99. 14'
vincial bed with canopy telescoping pole $29.99.
and chest. Call after Wallin Hardware,
downtown, Paris, Tn.
6P.M. 759-1865.
TRACTOR-MAILER
TRAJAING CENTERS
LEBANON,TN
Call Tel Rwi

2

Insurance Agency
has
Opening!
A local insurance agency has an excellent
opportunity for person with one or more years
experience in the property-casualty insurance
business. Individuel should like dealing with
people and be goal-oriented (outside selling is
not required). Salary range is from
$11,000414,000 exclusive of incentive pay
and profit sharing. This is an excellent opportunity in one of the fastest growing agencies
in Western Ky. Excellent fringes including
vacation pay, sick pay, group life 8, health and
paid holidays complete the benefits package
Send your resume with references to:
P.O. Box 1040-K Murray, KY 42071.
-

JERRY'S YARD GUARD
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"Competent yard care at competith. prices."
Do you have trouble finding someone every spring
for those hard-to-do outdoor lobs? Then why wait until
spring to do that hard, heavy work when it can be
done quicker & cheaper during the "off season" Call
now for a firm, free estimate on the following services
during thfe month of February

*Bush & tree removal
*Hauling/clean-ups
•Roto tilling
*Gutter cleaning & repairs
•Garden & flower bed preparation
•Laying timbers & R.R. ties

Be READY For Spring!!!
759-4808
(evening/weekend calls welcome)

24. Miscellaneous
LEADING Edge, model
D; 256K, dual floppy,
Cioto printer, password
mode Must sell. 7532508
ROYAL copy machine,
15K per month. $100 or
best offer. 492-8595 after
5P.M.
RUBBER bed mats for
ALL makes of pick-up
trucks. Stokes Tractor
753-1319.
SERVICE all brands of
chain saws. Also, 3 and
4 wheelers. Stokes
Tractor, Industrial
Road.
SHARP copiers and
facsimile machines for
sale, service, supplies
or free demonstration
call 1-800-248 4319,
Benton, Ky.
SMALL and large air
compressors for sale.
Dill Electric, 759-1577.
USED 55 gallon drumsvery good condition.
Stokes Tractor 753-1319.
VITAMASTER System
4'ess and
5000, family ..
weight„,teel,W7 never
been 0.70•7 3old for $400,
will take $75.
WAREHOUSE buy outwinter coats, $28; denim and baseball
jackets, $22. 492-8595
after 5P.M.
25. Business Services
GET your tax refund
faster! We're equipped
to transmit to IRS by
computer. Refunds
issued in average of 18
days last year! We can
transmit if I do the
preparation, you or
another preparer. Now
preparing individual,
farm, business and
partnerships. Call
Joyce Noel Tax Service
489-2440 for appointment, information or
rates.
INCOME TAX
PREPARATION Joyce
Wright, Ernie Goodgion. 753-4089, 753-6251 by
appointment. 26 years
combined experience.
2 6 . TV -Radio
LEASE TO OWN- 126
watt stereo system,
only $53 per month.
Murray Rental & Sales,
753-8201.
LEASE TO OWN- 25"
console TV with remote,
$53 a month. Murray
Rental & Sales. 753-8201.
LEASE TO OWN- 19"
color TV, $28 a month.
Murray Rental & Sales.
753-8201.
LEASE TO OWN- Wireless remote VCR, $32 a
month. Murray Rental
& Sales. 753-8201.
RENT to own a VCR
from us in January or
February for $10 a week
and recieve 52 free
movie rentals. Call
753-7670 or 753-4663.
PENT to own a TV
during January or
February, get a VCR
free for a week. Call for
details 753-7670 or 7534663.
27. Mobile Homes for Safe
14x70 WINDSOR, very
good condition. Call 4354510 or 435-4568.
1974- 12x65 TRAILER,
bedrooms, 1 bath, living
room and kitchen includes washer, dryer
and dishwasher. Also,
has been newly carpeted. $4700. Call 7591108 from 5-10P.M.
Monday through Friday
anytime weekends.
) BEDROOM mobile
and lot 3 1/2 miles
south of Murray.. Must
sell. Ask for Keith
753-5323.
gx45 TRAILER, 2 bedrooms, 1 bath on Hwy.
280 first trailer on the
left. $800. 753-4402.
CADILLAC of mobile
homes, 1983 14x72 INDIES House 2+2,
Jacuzzi, stereo wired
home, wet bar, 8'
ceilings, underpinned,
air, dealer owned.
Financing available.
Call 753-3332 after 5P.M.
FOR sale or rent- 2
bedroom mobile home
Call Wayne Wilson at
753-5086 or at Wilson
Real Estate 753 3263.
28. Mobile Homes for Rent
/ OR 3 BR, furnished or
unfurnished, some new
furniture, natural gas
electric, air c on
ditioned. Shady Oaks
753-5209.
DOUBLE wide near
Ky. Lake, furnished,
deposit required Pur
chase option. 753 8964
NORTHWIND Mobile
Home Park on North
16th Street now has
trailer lots for rent.
__
753-9866.

STARTING PAY FOR DRIVERS 21 CENTS A MILE•
AUTOMATIC PAY INCREASES
PLUS

LOAD/UNLOAD, STOP-OFF, LAYOVER PAY, VACATION PAY
MEDICAL AND LIFE INSURANCE. INTERESTED?

car

'FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL HAROLD OR JIM

1e

fur
ngs

1 800 626 3374 (INTERSTATE) 1-800-592-3961 (KENTUCKY)
753-1717 (LOCAL)
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28. Mobile Homes tor Rent

*Four Star*
MOBILE HOME
REPAIR

Mirrray Ledger 81 Times
36. For Rent or Lease

49. Used Cars

Dan Taylor

Freddie Poe
(Foanerty
Chevrolet, Oldsmobile
Cadillac, Ix. of
Ws, TN

Building For Rent

32. Apts for Rent

52

225 ACRES east of New
Concord. Cropland,
marketable timber,
creeks, Christmas and
Pine trees. Blacktop
road access. Good
building sites. John
Neubauer, 753-7531.
23 PLUS acres in Kirksey
area with small lake &
hardwood tress. Call 7532279 or 753-8248.

1 BR apt. Located at 1826
Miller. $120 rent & deposit. Call before 5p.m.
753-3415.
1 OR 2 bedroon• apartments, rent starts at
$144, water included.
Murray Manor Ltd. call
7 53 8 6 6 8 from 46. Homes for Sale
MoOdif 2 BEDRObM house in
through Friday. Equal country (8 miles north
Housing Opportunity.
on Hwy 121). Will
BEDROOM furnished consider trade for nice
apartment, water furmobile home. $8000.
nished, no children. $275 Call 753-9866.
a month. Phone
ROOM, split level with
759-1449.
utility, 2 baths and
ALMOST new 2 bed- double carport.
room luxury energy 753-5358.
efficient duplex apar- FOR, sale: New house
tment in Westwood
located in Merrywood
Cathederal ceilings. Subdivision just off of
with cedar beams in all Benton Bypass to
rooms. Best in applian- Murray- 3 bedrooms, 2
ces, water and ice baths, double garage
in -door refrigerator, with electric opener,
built-in microwave, built-in bookcase, large
glass top stove, ceramic wood deck, plus over 800
tile bathroom, interior sq. ft. of storage area.
uniquely decorated with Call 527-9192 for
some of the most ex- appointment.
pensive material_
available. Lease and 47. Motorcycles
deposit. No pets. Call linirNI-80 Yamaha,
7 5 3 - 7 1 85 f
newly rebuilt, $550. 1984
appointment.
RM-125, Suzuki, newly
APARTMENT for rent- rebuilt, $500. 753-4814
901 Sunny Lane, 2
bedrooms. $220 rent and 4 9 . Used Cars
deposit. Call 753-3415
1971 VW square back,
before 5P.M.
fair condition. $375
FURNISHED apart753-2708 after 4P.M.
ments, 1 or 2 bedrooms.
1975
LINCOLN Conpets.
No children. No
Zimmerman Apart- tinental, 1 owner, low
ments, South 16th St., mileage, good condition. 753-8267.
753-6609.
LARGE 2 bedroom, 1 1978 MUSTANG II, good
bath apartment. Cen- mechanical condition.
tral heat and air, $1000 or best offer. Call
washer and dryer hook- 753-4402.
up, appliances and we 1979 AMC Spirit hatter furnished. No pets. chback, AM/FM
cassette, sunroof, 4
753.39494 cylinder, good
Low utility bills will be speed,
yours in this nice 1 condition. 753-8124 or
bedroom furnished 753-9181.
apartment. Vacant 1979 CHEVROLET
Caprice Classic, 4 door,
now. No pets. 753-3949.
MUR-Cal apts. Nor- extra good, new tires
Call 436-2116.
thwood Dr. 1, 2 or 3 BR
Now renting. Equal 1979 CUTLASS station
Housing Opportunity. wagon, loaded, V-8,
good condition, good car
759-4984.
NICELY furnished 1 for mail or paper route.
and 2 bedroom and $1200. 492-8956.
single rooms for rent, 1979 MERCURY
located near campus. Cougar, $900. Call 759
Days 753-6111, after 1192.
1980 BONNEVILLE
5P.M. 753-0606.
TAKING applications Brougham Coupe, extra
for Section 8. Rent nice, 2 owner, local car
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3 1982 Fairmont Future, 2
BR. Apply Hilldale door, local car, very
Apts., Hardin, Ky. clean, 4 cylinder,
Equal Housing automatic. Call
436-2427.
Opportunity.
UPSTAIRS apartment, 1980 BUICK, 4 door,
2 bedrooms. 100 1/2 Skylark Limited, V-6,
North 12th Street. 753- power and air,
AM/FM, white with
11375 between 5 & 7P.M.
red interior, excellent
condition, $1395. See at
33 Rooms for Rent
University Gulf, 16th &
1400mf for rent Col Chestnut.
lege students boys
only
1626 Hamilton 1981 BUICK Riviera,
Cad
Ave Call collect ask for mileage high 50's.
492 8864.
Dave 1 247 4366
1982 PONTIAC 6000, PS,
PB, air, till, sun roof,
34. Houses for Rent
AM/FM,'32300. 474
1311 house on Pine Bluff
8042.
Shores. Call 753-9386, 753
1913 CAVALIER wagon
4509.
PS, PB, air, tilt, cruise.
BEbROOM brick
reclining seats, excel
house, approximately 3
lent condition, 82,000
miles east of Benton on
miles. $2500 firm. 753Hwy. 408. $250 monthly.
9785.
527-3548.
1983 DODGE Aries, 7
I BEDROOM house, 106
door, 1/2 vinyl top, 4
North 12th Street. 753-speed, 68,000 miles. Will
8375 between 5 & 7P.M.
sell at lending value
$2200. 753-0444.
36. For Rent or Lease 1983 PLYMOUTH Re'
liant, 2 door, automatic,
air, AM/FM, beautiful
Key Minired interior, new tires,
Warehouses 60,xxx miles, this car
looks, rides and drives
Hwy. 121 South
like a new car, $2350
Sizes from 5X10 to tom
Call 489 2733 anytime.
753-8582 If no anawor
1984 COUGAR, Black
7534071, 753-0924
with red interior, real
sharp, 86,000 miles.
Loan value $5000, will
37 Livestock-Supplies
take $450 759 9698
BLACK reeking horse,
gelding, 15.2H.H.,
Need An Extra Car
flashy, well mannered,
For A Few Days?
sound, 9 years old,
excellent for trail and
Al
show. $850. 502 382-2773.
DWAIN TAYLOR
tIMAAENTAL and
CHEVROLET. INC.
Simbrah bulls. Per
formance & semen
502 753-261 7
tested. Excellent qual
ity. $650 & up Cadiz,
74 GRAND Torino Ford
Ky. 522 8794.
Elite, $800 753 2422

A......••••••.;,•••••••••orivraMemik On..11111•1•1•11MIIMMorfersoftrommoinulsumr•sestm•
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Used Trucks

1971 FORD 302, good
shape $900. 753-5522
1980 FORD 1 ton, new
tires, local truck, ex
cellent condition. Can
be seen at Calloway
County Asphalt on Hwy
641 North or call after
7P.M. 759-1769.
1982 CHEVY 1 ton, PS,
PB, air conditioner, 4
speed, dump bed. $4000
or will consider 4x4
trade. 474-8855.
1984 SILVERADO,
loaded, excellent con
dition, 45,xxx miles.
Call 759-1449.
1985 FORD Ranger
pickup! Call 492-8566.
1985 5-15 4x4, HI-Fiero
package extended cab,
AM/FM cassette, new
wheels and tires. $7500
753-6659 after 5P.M.
1986 SILVERADO, 4
wheel drive, V-8, 23,000
miles, loaded. Call 7594903.
1987 FORD Bronco II
XLX, 4x4, V-6, blue and
white, 6500 miles
M-N.F warranty. Pay
off 513,700. 759-9896.

Boats Motors

1 9 7 2 FABUGLASS
Runabout, top and 651-PP
Mercury 753 7907

CROPLAND for renf
near Cherry Corner
Phone 436-2569

1 9 8 5 CHEVROLET
Celebrity, 23,000 miles,
pW, PS, PB, AT, AC,
43. Real Estate
AM/FM, tilt
Extra
interior & Exterior
140 ACRES with over nice! $7500. Call after
Doors. Windows
4500 feet of waterfront 5P.M. 753-5279.
Vinyl Skirting_ Gutters
on main body of lake. 1 9 8 6 CELEBRITY
Installed
Great wooded building Erosport, 2 door, deep
Leveling plumbing
sites. Good access John burgundy and silver,
sagged roofs & floors
Naubauer, P.O. Box 73,000 miles. Loan value
repaired
$6000, will take $4950
656, Murray, Ky
' Best prices quality results"
259-9698.
502-753-7531.
Lattice Decks horn '280
APPROXIMATELY 1 1986 CUTLASS Ciera
"Factory Expecienee
1/2 acres of lakefront Brougham, 9000 miles,
Building & Servicing
Mobilo Names."
on main body of lake. PW, PS, PB, AT, AC,
*PHONE (502)492449.8
An excellent, wooded AM/FM, tilt. $8900.
building site. Southeast Extra sharp! 753-5279
of Murray near Hamlin after 5P.M.
29. Heating and Cooling
and Chandler Park. Ken 1986 CUTLASS Cruiser
kEROSENE heaters- Shores Estates, P.O. wagon, blue with blue
9400 BTU radiant Box 656, Murray, KY interior, 78,000 miles.
$89.99; 19,600 BTU con- (502)753-7531.
Loan value $6500 asking
vection $109.49. Wallin KOPPERUD Realty 55300. 759-9698.
Hardware, Paris, Tn.
offers a complete range
of Real Estate services
30. Business Rentals
with a wide selection of
ATTRACTIVE office quality homes, all
(Formerty of Murray & Fuller?)
space at 715 S. 12th, prices. 753-1222, toll free
central heating and air, 1 -800-251 -HOME Ext.
carpeted, paneled, front 711 L for courteous,
of Benton)
and side entrance, nice competent Real Estate
storage room, plenty of service. We make buyparking, near Bel-Air ing & selling Real
mall. $395 per month Estate easy for you.
including water. 1-44244. Lots for Sale
3131.
LAKE Barkley lot 43g
New 8. Used
Rockcastle Shore for
GM Executives &
Program Vehicles
sale. Cadiz, Ky. 219-723
On Court Square.
5557.
001-4942-3000
*150.00 a month.
Hwy. 79 W.- Paris
45. Farms for Sale
Deposit Required.
Call 753-1010.
Ask for Tod Delaney.
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53. Services Offered
Al ENTERPRISE of
fering sales and service
on natural 8, LP ap
pliances. Also, fireplace
repair •Chimney
cleaning 'Masonry
'Damper *Bird screen
'Hoods. 436-5355.
APPIANCE repair on
electric ranges; re
frigerators; freezers;
washer and dryers; etc.
"Where others fail we
repair" For parts and
service call George
Hodge and Son
753-4669.
APPLIANCE REPAIR:
Factory authorized for
Tappan, Kelvinator and
Brown. Service on gas
and electric ranges,
microwaves, dishwashers, refrigerators, etc. Earl
Lovett, 354-6956 or 7535341.
APPLIANCE
Kenmore,
SERV
Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 27 years
experience. Parts and
service. Bobby Hopper,
Bob's -Appliance Service, 202 S. 5th St.
Business 753-4872, 4365848 (home).
CERTIFIED marble
manufactuer, Thornton
Marble. 753-5719.
CONCRETE driveways, patios, carpentry
and block work CALL
502-492-8160.
FENCE sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for
your needs.
FOR most any type
driveway white rock
also, any type gravel,
dirt and sand call Roger
H ud
753-6763.
GENERAL repair,
plumbing, roofing, yard
work, tree work and
wood $25 a rick. 436-2642
or 436-5895.
GUTTERING by Sears.
Sears continuous gutters installed for your
specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate.
HAMILTON Cultured
marble and tile. 643 Old
Benton Rd. 753-9400.
INSULATION blown in
by Sears. TVA approved. Save on those
high heating and cooling bills. Call Sears
753-2310 for free
estimate.

53

53

Services Offered

LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING. For all
Your carpet & upholst
ery cleaning. For a free
estimate call 753 5827.
Satisfied references.
LICENSED electrician,
residential and com
mercial. Air condition
ing. Sales and service.
Gas installation and
repair for natural and
LP. Fred's Repair 7537203.
MAX W. Parker,
Attorney at Law. For
met county attorney;
former district judge.
Office, 104 N. 4th Si,
Murray, 753 3153;
Home, 753-7900.
RAMBO'S all appliance
repair. Also, installa
hon. 25 years ex
perience. 753-4663.
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair. Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing,
concrete. Free es
timates. Call 474-2307 or
753 6973.

Jim Day
Painting &
Paper Hanging

Services Offered

MOBILE HOMr
Specialist, Repair
leveling, underpinning,
roofs, floors, plumbing
wiring, washing,
hurricane straps 759
4850.
QUALITY construction
repairs and alterations
Free estimates Call G
& A 436-2617.
SEWING Machine Re
pair. All makes and
models. Home & In
dustrial. Bag closing
machines. Also scissor
sharpening. 40 y r s
experience. All work
guaranteed. Kenneth
Barnhill, 7 5 3 2674,
Stella, Ky.
SHEETROCK finishing,
new or repair. 436-2811.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry. Work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Con
struction Co. Rt. 2,, Box
409A, Paducah, Ky.
42001 or call 1 442-7026_
WILL do plumbing in
stallation & repairs. All
guaranteed. Free es
timates. Phone 492 8899
or 753-1308.
55. Feed and

753-3716

Seed

WHEAT straw. 753 8156
or 753-6401
**11
753
5940

41

Custom Kitchen
Cabinets

All Types Of

Custom Woodworking
a

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
•Drop

saft

409 SUNBURY

by & see Our showroom
a
A
MURRAY - rlaervnit Bunny arrwc i,

************Ic

*********

TOWING`
24 HOUR

753-9132
Nights, Sundays

Holidays

753-1234 or 753-1830

McClards Shell Service
.011.8,

Murray, KY

Dial-A-Serviee
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)
Police
11

911

xNe' iviurray
n
„es:4
Home & Auto
Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky
1 6 .1

=

.4

ING
RANDY
& AIR CONDITIONING, INC.
Tran• end Carrier dealer
muff
for sales oral servkit In Murray

Marray-00110w0y

..•

753_8181

County Hospital

753-5131

.,.......,,,,„„...11,,,

end Calloway County.

802 Chestnu t.

Phone
753-2571

.7/U:47(4CLail

Greg's Vinyl Tops
l
753-9841
Poison Contro
753-7588

off 641 N
(Behind old Boston CTeeentPerenDyr!
M-F 8-5
•
•Simulated convertible tops
•Pin stripes •Stick on body side molding
•Luggege racks •Truck rails and tailgate guards

BACKHOE SERVICE & SEPTIC
TANK INSTALLATION
Ditching - Sewer Repair
Septic Tank Repair
Gen. Ste•ley
753-6156
RENTAL

Calloway County Rescue Squad

753-6952
Your Ad Could Be Here

SALES
CENTER

Rent the tools you need.
753-8201
- 211 Main
Windows - Siding-Fencing
Downspouts & Gutters - Shutters
Aluminum Siding - Solar Screens
Call Us Today!
Z
.
:TERRI 41A15 A l‘six vins

753.1916
Hill Electric

Murray-Made

125

By-Pasa

753-8407

24 Hour Service
Commercial
Industrial
Residential
753-9562

MICHELIN

BLUME SO MUCH IS WING
014 YOUR iMAIS

cts753-1489 „„,„,„„„
fer Safely,

.

.._.

4 1

TRAILER

09
Sold By JE - RV BURKHART
LIVESTOCK & TRAILER SALES
Phone
Fit 94, Box 218A
753- 1 R4 7
.
Murray, -Ky 42071 1502)
•

.,-,0,..,
% /4

CARROLL

Spouse Abuse

Tire & Wheel Alignment, Inc.

Hot-Line & Safe-House
24 Hour Crisis Line 759-4050
Murray, Ky.
Also bating violence
_._

•Comeutirrized 4 Wheel Alignment
•cc..nputcrirmi Wheel Balancing
1103 Pogu•

To place your ad in the Dial-A-Service
call:

753-1916

Nlon(laN -Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Saturda‘ 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
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OBITUARIES
Will Collins

Mrs. Lucille Clark
The funeral for Mrs. Lucille
Clark is today at 2 p.m in the
chapel of Byrn Funeral Home,
Mayfield. Burial will follow in
Maplewood Cemetery there.
Mrs. Clark, 80, of 427 Gardner
St., Mayfield, died Saturday at
2:45 p.m. at Community Hospital
there.
She was preceded in death by
her husband, Harley James Clrk;
one son, Will Ed Clark; half sister,

Lor
Mrs. Lon
Funeral rites for Mrs. Lorene
Hart were today at 11 a.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home. The Rev. Eddie
Young officiated. Mrs. Otto Erwin
was organist.
Pallbearers were Clarence
Kurowski, Richard Nesbitt, Dickie
Nesbitt, Mark McLemore, O.C.
McLemore Jr., and Jack Gardner.
Burial was in Sinking Spring
Cemetery.
Mrs. Hart, 69, of 700 South Ninth
St., Murray, died Friday at 7:15
p.m. at West View Nursing Home.
Born Sept. 19, 1918, in Henry
County, Tenn., she was the

Mrs. Eula Paschall; half brother,
Atwood Schrader; one grandson.
Survivors are three daughters,
Mrs. Wanda Lattimore, Mayfield,
Mrs. Margie Davison, San Angelo,
Texas, and Mrs. Carolyn Glisson,
Wingo; two sons, H.C. Clark and
Robert Clark, both of Mayfield;
one sister, Mrs. Quillie McKinney,
Kirksey; one brother, Horace
Stroud, Dublin; eight grandchildren; six great-grandchildren.

Will Collins, 75, died Friday at
7:35 p.m. at his home, 724 East
South St., Mayfield.
He had retired after 33 years of
service with Merit Clothing Co. He
was a native of Graves County.
Survivors are two daughters,
Mrs. Ruby Badger, Maywood, Ill.,
and Ms. Birdie Collins, Chicago,
Ill.; one son, John Collins,
Chicago, Ill.; three sisters, Mrs.
Millie Bennett, Mrs. Artie Drain
and Mrs. Johnnie Montgomery, all

Hart

Mrs. Rubena M. Dawes

of Mayfield; two grandchildren;
one great-grandchild; several
nieces, nephews and cousins.
Mr. Collins was a member of
Fairview Baptist Church,
Mayfield, where the funeral will
be Tuesday at 2 p.m. The Rev. Lee
Mullins will officiate. Burial will
follow in Oak Rest Cemetery.
Friends may call at Mason's
Memorial Chapel, Mayfield,
where the wake will be from 5 to 7
p.m. today (Monday).

James Ed ward Mayer

daughter of the late Thomas
Davidson and Elizabeth Howard
Davidson.
Survivors are her husband,
Lathen Hart, to whom she was
married on Nov. 7, 1936; two
daughters, Mrs. Mark (Linda)
McLemore, Pineville, and Ms.
Norma Hart, Murray; one son,
David Alan Hart, Madison
Heights, Mich.; one sister, Mrs.
Iva Vickery, and two brothers,
James Davidson and Claude
Davidson, all of Paris, Tenn.; six
grandchildren; three greatgrandchildren.

Final rites for James Edward
Mayer were Sunday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Miller Funeral Home
of Murray. Dr. Greg Earwood officiated. Mrs. Oneida White was
organist and soloist.
Pallbearers were Marvin
Parks, Frank Mangrum, Louis

Mangrum, Curtis Mangrum, Fred
Workman and Geral Suiter. Burial
was in Shelbyville Cemetery at
Shelbyville.
Mr. Mayer, 90, of 502 Richardson, Murray, died Thursday at
West View Nursing Home.

Mrs. Una Lawson Wyatt

DR.GOTT
Peter
Gott, M.D.

Pipe smoking
isn't 'safer'
DEAR DR. GOTT My husband
smokes a pipe. Are the health risks as
severe as with cigarette smoke?
DEAR READER: I was waiting for
this one!
As a pipe smoker, I have to confine
my tobacco consumption to one room
of the house. My wife and young son

Active pallbearers were Bobby
Armstrong, Roger Dale Cooper,
James Rogers, Fred Workman,
Joe Miller and Randolph Story.
Members of her Sunday School
Class and of WMU at First Baptist
Church served as honorary
groups.
Burial was in Greenlea
Cemetery at Fulton.

NEEDANSURANCE-?-

Mrs. Una Lawson Wyatt, 74, of Concord; three grandchildren,
Murray died Sunday at 3 a.m. at Cheryl Pancrak, Drayton Plain,
Community Hospital, Mayfield. Mich., Julie Wyatt, Royal Oak,
Her husband, Leland Wyatt, died Mich., and Jill Wyatt, Murray.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 2
in 1976.
She was a member of Grace p.m. in the chapel of J.H. ChurBaptist Church. Born Aug. 5, 1913, chill Funeral Home. The Rev. R.J.
at New Concord, she was the Burpoe will officiate. Burial will
Tenn., and Mrs. Hal (Carolyn
daughter of thre late Albert D. follow in Barnett Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
Orr, Rt. 7, Murray; two sons, Hutchens and Pearl Merrell
home after 5 p.m. today
Frank Towery, Rt. 1, Murray, and
Hutchens.
Henry Towery, Tampa, Fla.; one
Survivors are one son, Hillman (Monday).
brother, O.M. Towery, Rt. 1, DexWyatt, Ferndale, Mich.; three
ter; 15 grandchildren; 11 greatsisters, Mrs. Cora Todd, Paris,
grandchildren.
Tenn., Mrs. Alice Thomason, Benton, and Mrs. Mary Elizabeth
Merrill, Toledo, Ohio; one
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home
brother, John T. Hutchens, New
will be in charge of funeral and
Bel-Air Shopping Center
burial arrangements.
753-5242
are so bothered by the fumes that they
Alterations & Winter Storage
have exiled me. However, their concerns are real. Tobacco smoke in any
Trousers, Skirts,
form is hazardous to health, although
Sweaters, Sportcoats
the few studies done on the subject ap(Pleats Extra)
pear to indict cigarettes as being
Mrs. Valeria Ferrer, mother of
more harmful than pipes.
(Vera) Bucy of
Billy
Mrs.
To my knowledge, no one has extenPuryear, Tenn., died Sunday in
sively studied the effects of passive San Diego, Calif.
loch
$1 50
pipe-smoke on bystanders. Yet, exhusband,
her
by
She is survived
Suits, (Plain) Dresses,
trapolating from present data, I have
concluded that the potential effects Blas Ferrer, San Diego; five
Long Coats (Pleats Extra)
are probably as great as those from daughters, Mrs. Bucy, Puryear,
02.50 loch
cigars and cigarettes.
who had been caring for her
I am not hypocritical enough to mother there since July 1987, one
Expires 2 20 88
urge your husband to discontinue his in San Diego and three in Manilla,
pipe, while I sit here happily puffing
away. Nevertheless, he should be Philippines; one son of New York;
aware that his habit(depending on the several grandchildren, greatnumber of pipefuls and whether he in- grandchildren and great-greathales) is associated with cancer of the grandchildren.
mouth, lips and tongue (at least), with
Funeral services will be Thurscancer of the lung and pancreas(may- day in San Diego.
be) and with heart attack (perhaps).

...Get The Best...
*$1,000,000

Major Medical—For Individuals
*Excellent Rates on Medicare Supplement
*Personalized Life Insurance (Term-Business Ins.Universal Life-IRA-Annuities — We Have It All)
*Group Insurance...Our Specialty
*Temporary Major Medical

Lace Towery
Lace Towery, 83, of Rt. 7, Murray, died today at 8:40 a.m. at
West View Nursing Home. His
wife, Mrs. Percie Holland Towery,
died in December 1982.
He is survived by five
daughters, Mrs. Harold (Barbara)
Long, Symsonia, Mrs. Robbie
(Helen) Prince, Wingo, Mrs. Dean
(Janice) Perkins, Mayfield, Mrs.
Jimn.y (Doris) Foster, Memphis,

Inez Cooper and Molena Adams
Armstrong, Lynn Grove; two
nephews Kelton Rogers, Farmington, and Eugene Waggoner,
Laky Lake, Fla.
The funeral was today at 10 a.m.
in the chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. Dr. Greg Earwood
and the Rev. Jim Simmons officiated. Music was by Steve Littlefield, soloist, and Allene Knight,
organist.

Mrs. Rubena M. Dawes, 89, of
Saturday at 11:30 a.m. at Murray.
Calloway County Hospital.
She was preceded in death by
her husband, John Dawes, in 1960,
and three sisters, Mrs. Lillian
Rogers, Mrs. Vea Adams and Mrs.
Inez Waggener.
Mrs. Dawes was a member of
First Baptist Church and WMU of
church. Born Sept. 12, 1898, in
Henry County, Tenn., she was the
daughter of the late George Allen
Atkins and Lena Ozella Wilson
Atkins.
Survivors are one sister, Mrs.
Pauline Atkins Wainscott, Murray; one brother, Ozell Allen
Atkins, Ozark, Mo.; five nieces,
Jane Dawson Eads, Fulton,
Frances Pauline Waggener and
Opha M. Krewson, Murray, and

1600 Sunset, Murray, died

Call Bennett & Associates
305 N. 4th Murray

753-7273

Dwain Taylor C evro et, Inc.

Bel-Air Laundry
& Dry Cleaners

GM QUAUTI
SERVICE PARTS

Murray
753.2617

WV.0.1011Maloao

Keep The Creel GM Feehne With Genuiro.

Good
Neighbor
Chevy
Stars

641 South

' GM
1—
M F4

s

Mrs. Valeria
Ferrer

************
1981 Olds 98 Regency, 2 dr
p.s., p.b.. air, auto , ste,eo
cruise.
$5,900.00
************

alentine's Day "Al v
Lease Specials ffiv,

Kopperud Realty Homes

Cheyenne Pickup
One of Murray's floret homes.
Recently remodeled throughout with
many outstanding features.

lkoelle4 br.,I bath bane overlooking
laehMos amarall boableek
Ky
and swimming pool. $10.504.

Spacious redecorated borne just out
side of city. Separate garage
workshop. Phone 753-1222.

W 111========s=

V-8, automatic transmission,
power steering, power brakes,
air condition and more.

......

=automaton
MIBMMIMMIO
_ ......

19700per

111111
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- 10
Awe

v
5.000 sq. ft. bane on quiet residential
dreet. Phone 753•1222.

Fresh on the market, Immaculate II
t:r home. 2 mi. from
$72.500.

Awn.

attract% e
Lovely Who view from
home recently listed. Mrs.

V
V

C

Beretta 2 Dr. Coupe
Automatic transmission, air condition, AM/FM stereo & more.

90

00*

V

V
3 br. home and It acres. Just listed.
Southwest School District. 471.500.

3 br.. 2 bath country borne bast outside of town. Great quality throughout
plus outstanding workshop/garage.
MO's.

Contemporary style home minute,
from town. Nice garden spot. 145,000

3 br. brick rancher located I mi. from
Murray on double lot. 100.000

3 br. charmer In town. Imo $40.
Phone 733 1222, Itopperud Realt)

t
isf
Affordable country charm In this
hr . 2 bath home for only MOOS.

711 Main St.
Murray, KY
42071

••••;1/61111101111.M•111...

Price reduced on this 3 br. In town
home. $30's. Phone 735 1222

1111

Another good %MMe on this 3 hr . 2
bath home. Mkt $311'•

502-753-1222
Toll Free

1-800-251-HOME
Ext. 711L

V

per month

V

-447riTC
111.1
—(

Just listed this n eek 1 br. brick
home with central heat and air. I pper

month

Cavalier 2 Dr. Coupe
471111C

Automatic transmission, air condition. AM/FM stereo & more

179

per month

Corsica LT 4 Dr. Sedan

N

Automatic Transmission, air condition, AM/FM stereo & more.

am
:

18400

*Based on 48 Month Closed End Lease
"'Based on 54 Month Closed End Lease

-4°
V
Plus License and State Fees

V
V

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET, INC
$ 12th Murray

502-753.2617 V
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